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Fhc 13einaid an Leer Foundation, \\ Inch heals the name of
a. founder, is an International. philanthropic and prntessional
institution based in The I lague. The Netherlands. The
Foundatin's income is del Red hom the Van Lee' Group of
Companies. a \\ of-1th\ Hie indt,ti tal enterprise of \\ Inch the
Foundation is the principal beneficiai \ Created in 19-19 lot
broad humanitarian purposes, the Foundation no
concentrate,. on the doelopmeni of lcm -cost. community-
based mutat! es in the field of earls childhood care and
education for sociall and cultur ill disadantaged children
I row birth to eight ears of age.

I he Foundation o ;des financial support and professional
guidance to gosci nmental, academic and oluntar bodies
operating projects to enable distal antaged L'a,fdren to
benefit tulle from educational and social development
opportunities -I he Foundation rently upports over 150
proicets in some 40 developing and industrialised countries

All I oundation-supported projects are loLall planned and
managed in order to meet the needs of specific communities.
Several common features, lmeNer, can be identified.
Emphasis on the training of parents and conunumt members
as par a-prof essional corkers one such feature.
Considerable ewe' wile': in training methodologies and the
preparation of curl icula and materials foi Para- professional
limning has been developed by Fo..adanon-suppoited
projects A locus on the poten' la! of parents and the
Lommunit to play a more aLtn e role in ear ly childhood care
and education has also led many piofessionals tot cake the
need to re-e \amine their (m it roles and training needs in the
Misery of educational and other erviec to the
disadvantaged.

I he dissemination, adaptation and replication of suceesslul
project outcomes are Lrucial to the Foundation's murk. The
aim is that the posim e results of Foundation-supported
pi (wets mill be absorbed and adopted by local 01 national
bodies responsible for educational and other services
al feeling young children Projects are therefore carefully
e attuned so that then outcomes mill be hills understood and
shared rah policy maker s.

In aLordanLe math its statutes, the Foundation gives
preference to proleet support in commies in winch the Van
Leer Group of ( ,nnpanics is established
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Commumt\ workers, protect leaders (ideed, anyone
who has eNer been imoked in work with families )
rightly complain that eN Ammon too often focuses on
statistics: on the measurable at the expense of the
iele\ ant That is not the case in this lucid e aluation of
the Cr aigro\ ston Comm units High School Under-
Fix es Centre in Edinburgh b) .1o)ce Watt a project
funded by the Bernard van Leer Foundation between
1981 and 1987.

In presenting an evaluation report in this format, the
Foundation is aiming to gn e a wider audience the
unusual privilege of peering mei the researcher's
shoulder. Unusual in a number of ways There are few
academics who. w hide retaining all the rigour and
detachment that external eval ation demands, can at
the same time capture the essential leer of an
innovative project the qualitative aspect of
community work. Anyone who can observe that 'the
dolls, too, have started another week' or that, after
swimming. it was 'back to the Centre for a baked
potato': or w ho records. nun ingh. the lack of
confidence shown by many of the mothers. displays a
s)mpath) for the spirit, as well as the sti ucture, of the
project.

But the figures do matter, and here, Di Watt's study is
an enlightening example of dualism. For w bile she
admits that it 'no itabl \ focuses on those who 'judging
b) then record of attendance, seemed to get a lot out
of using the Cente', she also recognises that there was
a second 'shadow' audience of parents who ma& little
or no use of the protect.

Undoubtedly, man) mothers gained considerably



through the dedicated dim ts of the Centre's staff
Indeed. this report suggests that those who %vele most
strongly committed to its activities claimed that the
Centre had helped them to readjust their own
peiceived world, to change their personal agendas.
Time is. however, also the suggestion which many
other studies would bear out that these mothers
%%ere. in some way. 'ready' for the experiment: that the
centre provided them w ith the challenge for which they
%%etc seeking. Many other mothers were not ready for
it: for them. the Centre therefore remained marginal.

What was it. in the lives of those who made most use of
this innovative project. that enabled them to do so?
And how might the project have attempted to build up
the ego-strength of those who remained on the margin
of its work? These are only two of the questions which
this study raises, and in addressing them. Dr. Watt
plucks out an important contemporary theme. 'If pre-
school education can. in any way. help children and
adults cope with stress and its effects. this might well
turn out to be one of the most fundamental
contributions w hich pre-school education might make.'

This echoes the current interest in concepts like the
'resilient' child: of working with the entire 'ecology of
childhood', as Broil fenbrenner put it of seeing early
childhood care and education as. above all, a crucial
period for shit'', it:. supporting and enhancing
relationships, not only between parents and children.
but with the community at large.

That. in turn. begins to redefine the Foundation's
evaluation programmes themselves. The outcome of
the work reported here therefore spills over, pal tly into
de% eloping new theory. and partly in redefining future
work. As such. this paper is an illustration of how
creative evaluation (and it is essentially a creative
process) of a field project can draw attention to. and
extract lessons from, not only the data it has gatheied.
but its obverse as well: to look at, not only those who
plainly hem:fitted, but to ask also about those who
spurned it. That does not mean it is a prototype which
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has to be slat ishlv followed in subsequent studies.
Quite the reverse. It emphasises that evaluation can be
a rich seam of enlightenment if and perhaps only if
the evaluator addresses the main underlying issues of a
project. makes them visible. and gathers relevant data
to illustrate them and to draw conclusions which link
with the literature.

Putting these strands together, there is much to learn
from this deceptively modest study

13einaid Nan Leer Foundation
The Hague
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Al' I BOWS PIZEI.ACI-

Every project supported by the Bernard van Leer
Foundation involves action which is broadly aimed at
improving the educational and developmental chances
of young children through their families and
communities. That action must be evaluated as it
proceeds, Sonic of the obvious questions which must
be answered as part of the continuing process of
development arc: what is being achieved? why do
particular innovations succeed or fail? what (if any) are
the measui able changes? how should the action be
adapted in the light of what has been learned?

Most proje:t teams will also want to evaluate the
'outcomes' of their work as the project nears its
conclsio,i. The same broad questions will be asked
but, at this stage, it is hoped that the evaluation will
have relevance not only for the immediate project but
also for those involved in similar work elsewhee.
Evaluation, then, is part of the fabric of every
vorthwhile project an evaluation programme is an
integral part of the esponsibility of every project team.

It may be, however, that the project team will want to
complement their own strategies by involving external
evaluators either from the beginning. as part of the
continuing work of the project, or near the end when
the programme as a whole can be evaluated. At
whatever stage external evaluators are brought in, their
task is to complement the work of the team: their
particular contribution is not that they necessarily
bring different skills but that they bring a different
perspective to the project from 'outside'.

The present paper is written from the perspective of an
external evaluator. In l9tI5 I accepted an Invitation

4
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from the project director of the Cringroxston
Cuiriculum Piolect m liclinbuigh, on behalf of the
Bernard van Leer Foundation and Lothian Regional
Council, the piojeces sponsor N, to undertake an
evaluation of its Under-Fives Centre which, by that
stage, had been in operation for four years. The report
of that evaluation, w !men as a case study of the
Centre, was submitted in I98(

In 1987. the 13ei nard van Lee! Foundation decided to
publish that report and asked ,ne to add an
introduction explaining some if the pi inciples on
which the es aluation was based as well as the choices
open to me as an extei nal evaluator. There were two
aims. First, that the evaluation report itself might be
useful to anyone involved in similar work with pre-
school children and their families; and second, that an
explanation of the evaluation procedures used might
be helpful to other external evaluato! s or to project
teams uncertain about what the role of an external
evaluator might be.

The present paper IN theiefo! e in two parts. Pail I is the
explanation of the background to the evaluation.
chapter one IN a brief introduction to some of the
alternative models and styles of evaluation hom the
theoretical literatuie. Chapter two outlines the context
of the particular evalutition. first the general idea of the
community school and specifically the Craigroyston
Curriculum Project: and second an explanation of the
rationale and strategies involved in the Under -Fives
study. Part II is the evaluation report Itself, reprinted
hugely in its oliginal form. Finally there is a Postscript
which is dehberately brief, intended only to raise two
general but central questions which are likely to be
lelex ant to the evaluation of community- oriented
projects in many diffeient settings.

It w ill be deal to the readei that the es aluation
depicted here, like most of its kind, is the result of
many compromises he tween the Ideal' and the
'possible'. The study is offered to project workers and
potential external evaluators in that spirit, as an

5
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evimple. not as a model. (...11\ en that no t \\ o evaluations
can or should he the same am \\ a.. that is a statement
of punciple as \\ ell as !reflection of tact.

Joce Watt
Abel decii
Januar\ 1988
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title o: .irst chapter delibeiatch amlyguous.Aims and limitations 1-1 I I

On the narrower interpretation it might mean 'what
should me he e aluating?': on the other it might mean
'what IN evaluation for and how much can we
reasonably expect from it?' Both interpretations pose
important questions. We start with the latter.

The external evaluations of community-based projects
ith which we are concerned here, generally have an

'internal' audience these involved in the work of the
project itself and three broad and often overlapping
'external' audiences. First are the funders or sponsors
of the project who must have an interest in its
'efficiency' and accountabilit),, in terms not only of
outcomes but also the innovatory processes the project
has promoted and the new questions it has raised.
Second ate the decision/policy-makers both internal
and external to the pi oject itself, who will be
concerned with changes which should be made in the
programme. Third are the outside observet s who may
look to the evaluation of a commun;iy-oriented project
eithei for some practical insight into their own broadly
similar work, or some them elicit] insight into an aspect
of social science.

What all these audiences have in common is that they
look to the evaluation as a tool for their own broad
decision-making purposes: whether to continue to
fund the programme or disseminate its findings to
other similar programmes: whether or how to change
the programme: whether to use the experience of the
programme to extend skills or refine knowledge'. In a
liberal democratic society whew, at least in principle.
change evolves in the light of considered judgment,
evaluation can be a powerful tool in that process.
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It is essential, hos\ es ei, not to expect too much of
es aluation studies They do not pioside *conclusions.
MI less &unitive 'answers', since all judgments ale
made in the light of paiticular cultural and personal
salue systems. The more structured the evaluation
design. and the greater the emphasis on quantitative
data. the more tempting it mas be to look for 'answers'.
That 'losses er is ncl the role of evaluation. Even its
strongest advocates warn against unrealistic
expectations. Hou:e (1980) for example, warns that
'Expecting evaluation to provide compelling and
necessai conclusions hopes for mole than evaluation
can deliser. Cooper (1976) cautions that 'Evaluation
ss ill not make our difficult decision for us: it is a
servant, not a master'. Cronbach (1980) argues that the
most important et feet of evaluation research may
simply he in 'stimulating a discussion that leads to
giadual change in prevailing views': while Holt (1981)
is content to see it simply as 'a form of reassurance'.

What then should we be looking for from evaluation
studies? Increased insight :lid understanding, new
Interpretations of familiar ideas, a contribution to the
debate on the direction of evolutionary change no
moie

Approaches, models and The appioach, model and st\ le of an:, specific
styles: the choice es aluation will be determined by particular

circumstames as well as the theoretical bias of those
most closely involved. The range and nature of
possible choices is very complex and it is not possible
to do justice to that complexity here. Major typologies
of evaluation models, however, commonly reflect the
following key questions where decisions and choices
will have to be made. should the emphasis be on
formative or summative evaluation? That is to say, is
the pi inciple objective to influence the direction which
the programme IN taking and help to form it, or to
present a report at the end of the programme which
will. in et feet, give an overview? Should the evaluation
he descriptive or judgmental, holistic or analytic,
internal or external (Lawton 1980)? At another level,
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Questions of style

House (1950) outlines a slit teient but complemental v
range 01 possibilities

Nhould the evaluation aim at a thorough analvsiN Of
all the Structural elements of the programme and an
assessment of their impact and efficiency''
should the evaluation he based on the piogramme's
initial objectives or might there es en he a case foi
the evaluator being unaware of them?
should the es aluation he geared to any decisions
ss Inch will have to he made from it?
if the evaluator is an acknowledged authority in the
held can he she not simply be trusted to apply
legitimate criteria from a background of
experience?
should the evaluator stand *outside' the programme
or try to get 'inside' by depicting it through the eyes
of its participants and those most familiar with it as
m the case study model?

On the basis of these and other questions. House

builds LIP a t \ fmlogy of eight evahiatlim models for
discussion.

Questions of model lead directly to questions of style.
All models ate based on designs which depend to a
greatei or lesser degree on the collection of empirical
data. but the nature of those data may he very
different. 'Me tighter the research design and the
nearer it Conies to the classic experimental model. the
mole it w ill depend on measurements. quantification
and statistical analysis. The 'systems analysis' and
'behavioural objectives' models closely identified with
the evaluation of USA pie-school poverty programmes
of the 1960s and 1970s (Cieeielli et a/1969.13100m et
a! 1971. Stanley 1972) are likely to follow this style. On
the other hand. more open models of evaluation. such
as the 'case study' model ale clearly based on the
interpretative illuminative style with its emphasis on a
wide variety of data collection. pa rticulai ly participant
observation. and interviews with those most closely
insolved in the programme.

9
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It is tempting but dangerous to polarise the debate
between quantitative and qualitative styles of
eN aluanon. The quanntalive style deafly appeals to
policy-makers and those \\ ho put their faith in
'objective' data to piovide 'hard' evidence on which to
generalise from the findings of any one programme
and predict likely outcomes for similar programmes in
different settings. The qualitative style appeals to those
v ho emphasise the importance of the total dynamic
nature of any programme and who argue that the
results of the empirical testing of selected aspects of a
programme, if taken in isolation, not only deny the
complexity of the work. but can even be misleading.
The latter will argue that any social science research
which cannot capture the dynamic nature of projects
and events will fail since it is 'doomed to reflect only
that which stood still long enough to be measured'
(Rist 1984).

It is easy to find references in the literature which seem
to polarise the debate. Paden and Hamilton (1972),
for example. maintain that '(Objective models) led to
studio that are artificial and restricted in scope', while
Weiss (1972) argues that the evaluator owes the
organisation which has commissioned him 'a report of
unqualified objectivity'. And while many would seem
to acknowledge the legitimacy of some elements of
both styles. their own bias is clearly there. Cooley and
Lohnes (1976) for example. while agreeing that an
evaluation can only have credibility if its values and
assumptions are made explicit, at the same time argues
for those values to be empirically tested. And House
(1980) puts quantification firmly in its place.

'Good insights are often derived from quantitative
studies but they normally result from the analyst
making the right intuitive judgements rather than
the right calculation.'

All this, however. may be highly misleading. While
deafly there is a major theoretical debate here, and
\\lute there are still those who take extreme positions,
it is now generally recognised that both quantitative

10



and qualitative styles are useful according to the
purpose of the particular study, and they may also
often complement each other within the same
programme. Few today would argue the validity of
complete objectivity in evaluation and wouldagree
with Finch (1986) that '... the evaluator has to make
decisions about what information will be of most use
and how to obtain it and taking those decisions
commits him or her to a political stance on issues of
educational change: And those whose bias is towards
illuminative evaluation and qualitative data accept the
role of quantitative data within that model. Paden and
Hamilton (1972) indeed always saw tests and
questionnaires having a place alongside observation,
interviews and documentary evidence in their
methodology; and contemporary writers of the
'qualitative research' school argue that if it is to
overcome its weaknesses not only must it make its
methodology explicit and open to scrutiny, it must also
incorporate quantitative data.

This then has been a brief introduction to some of the
alternative models and styles of evaluation. Even in
such a brief introduction it is clear that the choices for
the evalwitor are many and they are not simple
choices.

Negotiation, contract and Thechoice of approch, model and style will inei
process affect all otuer decisions about the process and

procedures of the evaluation and the sole the evaluatoe
plays. Consequently, a discussion of these choices at
the broadest level will be the first stage of any
evaluation a negotiation between the programme
sponsors, the team (and possibly the participants), and
the evaluator. If any party has strong bias to a
particular approach, model or style which is
incompatible with the priorities of the other, this
should be made clear immediately and the
impossibility of any 'partnership' recognised.

This initial negotiation will involve all pai ties in
coming to terms with whether or how the evaluation

I 1



can proceed. From the point of view of the evaluator
he sh needs time to explore the viability of an
evaluation. According to Rutman (1984) important
preliminaries are: reading relevant documents, talking
with the programme managers. exploring the field.
deciding on the key questions and the information
needed to answer them. determining the feasibility of
particular evaluation procedures. He/she must also be
clear w ho constitutes the major for the evaluation.
Having determined the broad plan and decided that
the evaluation is feasible the evaluator must then
return to the programme sponsors and/or participants
for a second stage of negotiation
Agreement must be reached on several crucial
question:

is the evaluation plan acceptable or must be
adapted'?
what access will the evaluator be given to the
programme and its participants'?
how contidentional will the data be?
what resources will be made available?
must the evaluaor negotiate the final report with
programmme sponsors and/or participants and.if
so, whose perspective carries most Wight? Have the
sponsors for example. the right to insist on changes
to t final report 01 do participants have the right
to include alternative versions of particular
sections'?
Who 'owns' the report and who has the right to
publish it?

Many of these are sensitive and, where possible. any
problem should be anticipated in the early stage odd
negotiation since clearly these issues lie in the political
world of evaluation.

Distinct types of Mac Donald (1974) in his political classification of
evaluation evaluation studies in education suggests that there are

three distinct types: the 'bureaucratic', the 'autocratic'
and the 'democrat ic'.13u eaucratic evaluation he
describes as an 'unconditional service' to the
government department where the evaluator accepts

12 1



its values, provides the kind of information wanted in a
credible style, and relinquishes all ownership of the
report. Autocratic evaluation is a conditional service
to the government department where 'external
evaluation of policy (is offered) in exchange for
compliance with its recommendations.' The evaluator
acts as adviser, retains independence. but shares
ownership of the report, and is legitimized by. research
peers and bureaucratic managers. Democratic
evaluation is 'an information service to the community
about the characteristics of the educational
programme where the evaluator acts as a broker:
interpreting the perspectives of different groups to one
another. Informants control the information and its
use. The report is non-recommendatory.

While these are perhaps 'ideal types' the distinctions
made are useful in the present discussion since
MacDonald's typology illustrates well the importance
of negotiating at an early stage not just procedure,
relationships, and resources, but rights and
responsibilities in what can be a highly political
process. Some external evaluators, aware of the
possible implications of their work, insist at the outset
on a written signed contract which lists the points of
agreement reached.

Negotiations complete, the practical and highly
individual process of evaluation can proceed. Much of
the general planning will in fact have been done prior
to negotiation but the design and style of the study will
now have to be finalised and the research instruments
selected. The outcome of these decisions the
implementation of the fieldwork, the analysis and
interpretation of the data and its documentation in the
final report is, of course, the substance of the
evaluation process and it may represent weeks, months
or years of effort depending on the scale of the
programme and the relative emphasis on formative or
summative evaluation. This leads us to a discussion of
the different roles an external evaluator can play
within that process.

I3



Roles and standards The external e aluator invoked in formative
evaluation will play a very different role to that played
by the evaluator involved in summative evaluation.
The role of the formative evaluator will be to monitor
progress and influence the programme's direction in
the light of his/her findings. The evaluator will work
closely with the project team on a continuing basis
while remaining apart from it. The evaluator involved

summative evaluation will have no pretensions to
influencing the programme except perhaps in
retrospect through his/her report.

It will be clear too that evaluators play very different
'political' roles according to she modei and the nature
of the contract. MacDonald's typology outlined in the
previous section shows clearly the many different roles
an external evaluator may play in relation to others
who have their oAn interests in the programme,
particularly the programme sponsors. His 'democratic'
model, unlike the other models, also implies a very
close relationship with programme participants and,
by implication, would seem to demand an evaluator
who can play his/her role by identifying
sympathetically with the broad aims of the work. This
is a contentious point. Most would probably agree with
House (1980) tht:

People being evaluated do not want a neutral
evaluator, one who is unconcerned about the issues.
A person on trial would not choose a judge totally
removed from his own social system.'

I3ut not everyone would agree unconditionally that
'people being evaluated' should have that choice nor
would they agree necessarily with House that 'the
evaluator must be seen as caring, as interested, as
responsive to the relevant arguments'. For some,
'caring', 'interest and 'responsiveness' clearly lie at the
heart of good evaluation: for others they contaminate
the role which the external evaluator is expected to
play.

I4



The final role we explore briefly is that played by the
evaluator in relation to the wider audience who are the
general readership of the final report. Again we return
to the influence of model and style: the tighter the
experimental design and the greater the emphasis on
quantification and statistical analysis, the more likely it
is that the report will he meaningful to a far-removed
universal audience, but the link between the audience
and the author will be weak. Conversely, the more
illuminative the style, the greater the emphasis on
context and on depicting the dynamic nature of the
particular programme, the less likely it is that the
report will he meaningful to a wide audience: the link
between audience and author will however be strong.
On this latter model several writers describe the role of
the evaluator as one in which he/she engages in
'dialogue' with the readership of the report and aims
for a process of interaction and communication where
insight and understanding are dependent on the efforts
of both parties. As House (1980) argues, the evaluator
is responsible for his/her judgments but the audience
has a personal responsibility for refining and
interpreting the data presented to them in the light of
their own experience since the explanations they are
given are never fully convincing but neither are they
entirely arbitrary. Both parties have to make an effort if
they are to communicate. 'In the fullest sense-, an
evaluation is dependent both on the person who makes
the evaluative statement and on the person who
receives it.'

Standards Finally, a brief comment on standards in evaluation
research. Like all research, evaluation studies aim for
reliability and validity. Beyond that, and in the light of
growing concern about the quality of evaluation
studies in the 1970s, they are now expected to meet
other specific criteria. Several attempts have been
made to define the criteria which should be used in
'evaluating evaluation' but probably the best known is
that drawn up by the Evaluation Standards Committee
of the American Educational Research Association in
1981. Thirty separate criteria are identified under four
broad headings: utility (8 criteria), feasibility (3),

15
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propriety (8) and accuracy (II ). The list is helpful but
formidable. Nevertheless it takes u, back o the
starting poll t of this chapter wha are we looking
for? becaus, one thing the audien :e of any
evaluation study :s entitled to look for, whatever the
model or style, is rviir, the meeting of standards
recognised to he valid. III thz, ;ast analysis the question
is not which model, approach or style is 'best', but how
appropriate were the model and style chosen, and how
well was the study executed.

In summary then the present chapter has outlined first
what the reader might reasonably expect to be 'looking
for' from the evaluation depicted later in this paper:
second to outline the range of choices of model, style,
role and so on which in theory are available to the
external evaluator. The reasons for the choices made
and the description of what in this study was being
'looked for' are outlined in the second half of chapter
two. Before that however, an explanation of the
context of the evaluation.

I6



2. THE CONTEXT AND THE PROCESS

The context: the
community school idea

In order to understand the Craigro}ston Curriculum
Project and its Under-Fixes Centre it is important to
understand its starting point, the idea of the
community school.

While there may be a general consensus on the broad
principles of 'community education' there is no
prototype of a 'community school'. The explanation t;
relatively simple: by its very nature the community
school is aiming to reflect and to he reflected in the
community of which it is part. Two things follow: first,
that every school has, and always has had, the potential
to he a community school, at least in some limited
sense: second, that by definition, every community
school is unique.

The 1970s, however, saw in many parts of the Western
world a new impetus to the idea of the community
school. Growing interest in wider movements such as
parent involvement in education, continuing education
for adults, school management, and community
development through schools, all seemed to merge in a
new interpretation of the community school idea. In
some countries the idea was encapsulated in bricks
and mortar: small numbers of purpose-built
community schools were opened incorporating multi-
purpose areas such as game halls, restaurants, adult
lounges, as well as public libraries and health clinics,
all aimed at facilitating a growing positive relationship
between school and community.

In Scotland, only two administrative areas (Regions)
developed the purpose-built community school to any
extent: Grampian Region in the north-cast and
Lothian Region in the central belt incorporating
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Edinburgh. the context of the present study. Nisbet et
al (1980), in their study of Grampian's community
schools, suggest that the main principles behind the
community school idea are: mutually supportive
relationships between school and community; a
sharing of facilities between school and community; a
community-oriented curriculum; lifelong education;
community involvement in decision-making and in the
management of schools; and community development.
Studies of the development of the community school
idea in Lothian are to be found in Va llely and Peacock
(1982) and in Peacock, Crowther and Valle ly (1986).

Two administrative differences between schools in the
two Regions are worth mentioning as they are relevant
to the present study. First, while in Grampian there
was a 'dual management' structure in which
responsibility for the development of the community
school lay jointly with the head teacher and the senior
community education worker, in Lothian there had
been a policy decision to retain a unitary management
structure. Second, while in Grampian the term
'community' school' was not used officially and for
almost all administrative purposes no distinction was
drawn between these new schools and others, in
Lothian the situation was quite different. There, a
handful of schools, purpose-built in the 1970s, were
given 'community school' status, a designation which
brought with it not only increased resources but an
alternative contract for teaching staff which allowed
them to develop a more flexible community role.

The context: the Craigroyston Community High School is set in the
Craigroyston Curriculum Greater Pilton/Nluirhouse area on the north-west side

Project of Edinbuigh, Scotland. The area is one of local
authority housing from the post-war period and is well
known for its high incidence of most of the common
indicators of social deprivation: poverty,
unemployment, poor quality housing, large families,
single parents and chronic ill-health including
depressive illnesses. Attendant problems are: high
levels of crime and delinquency, alcoholism, drug
abuse and low average levels of school achievement.

18
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The context: the Under-
Fives Centre, the

Curriculum Project and
Evaluation

This. of course. is the picture derived from the cold
statistics. A complementary but more intangible
picture is painted by those who talk warmly of the
resilience of many families in the area, the strong
family and community ties, and the many local
initiatives, expressed, for example. in community
action and self-help groups.

In 1979 Craigroyston High School (as it was then
known) applied for a grant from the Bernard van Leer
Foundation and was awarded £232,000 for a three-
year project to examine how a comprehensive school
in an area of multiple deprivation and without
purpose-built community facilities could develop its
community role. The first phase of the 'Curriculum
Project' ran from 1981 to 1984 and a second phase of
funding of £40.000 was then granted to 1987. The
scale of the P has been ambitious: in the early
stages twelve working parties were set up covering
among other things: continuing education, under-fives
provision, leisure, the arts, an evening youth club and
alternative day school provision. Over the years it has
attracted It lot of interest locally, nationally and
internationally. Its broad task has been to develop the
community school idea in its own unique situation and
to identify some of the initiatives and problems in that
process which might have implications for other areas.
A more specific integral aim of the Curriculum Project
was that it would lead to the recognition of
Craigroyston High School as one of Lothian's
designated community schools alongside its purpose-
built counterparts. This aim was, in fact, achieved in
1985.

Providing care and education for young children had
always been seen as an integral part of the
development of the community school idea in
Craigroyston High School. As the evaluation report
(Part II) points out, as early as the spring of 1980 a
working party in the school was already formulating its
ideas on the aims any under-fives provision would try
to fulfill. These were eventually agreed as:
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a) to gne opportunities for parents to engage in
expanded educational opportunities;

h) to develop the concept of lifelong education in an
informal atmosphere;

c) to give nursery children a headstart;
d) to give students on school courses a first-hand

knowledge of young children;
e) to help parents extend skills in child-rearing.

especially play. and have confidence in their own
abilities.

The story of how tho Under-Fives Centre tried to fulfil
these aims is, of course, outlined later as t..,:t substance
of this paper. At this stage. however.it rs important for
the reader simply to keep these aims in mind. It is also
important to bear in mind the following points
concerning the relationships between the Under-Fives
Centre and the ..-rriculum Project as a whol- as these
relate to evaluation. ;rst, the Under-Fives Centre was
only one of many elemc ''' in the Craigroyston
Curriculum Project and the, . im was that the work of
the Centre should link clearly to the Project as a whole.
Second, it was a major commitment of the Project as a
whole to monitor its progress and disseminate its
findings: internal evaluation was therefore a continuing
process at every level over the six years of the work.
Third, two external evaluations of the Project as a
whole were commissioned: the first phase was
evaluated by the Scottish Council for Research in
Education (SCRE unpublished report), the second
phase by the Centre for Leisure Research, Moray
House College of Education Cramond Campus
(forthcoming). The evaluation of the Under-Fives
Centre reproduced here is the result of a decision
taken in the Spring of 1985 that the Under-Fives
Centre, which by then had been in operation for four
years, should be the subject of a separate evaluation
and dissemination exercise. A video*
of the Centre's activities was produced and an
evaluation of the Centre in its own right was

* A Community Goes to School'. Craupoyston Under-Fives
Centre. 1985
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commissioned. With this total context in mind we turn
now to the evaluation process itself.

The Process While it would be very convenient to be able to analyse
the evaluation of the Under-Fives Centre according to
the theoretical framework set out in Chapter I (aims
and limitation: models and styles: negotiation and
contract; roles and standards) no 'real' project is likely
to he as neat as that. Certainly no project based on
case study, as this one was, could he as neat: rather, like
most, it was '... an interplay of resources, possibilities,
creativity and personal judgment by the people
involved' (Ruthman 1984). Consequently, while we
explore aims, roles, styles etc. in the next few pages, it
will be clear that these were all interdependent and we
have therefore chosen to analyse the evaluation
through the chronological sequence in which it took
place: aims an expectations: negotiation and
planning; fieldwork; reporting.

The process: aims and The evaluation of Craigroyston Under-Fives Centre
expectations had initially three broad audiences: the project's

sponsors, its participants, and a wider readership of
interested practitioners (now expanded through the
decision to publish this study) who, tor whatever
reason, might be ;nterested in an innovatory project in
under-fives provision. There were therefore three
broad purposes, not necessarily identified neatly with
the three audiences gccountability, programme
continuity and/or 'ha tge, and dissemination. Thee
was then a sense in odhich what was being 'looked for
was linked to these three broad purposes. Th
parameters of the evaluation were in fact defined
initially by the sponsors, first in a formal general
invitation from Lothian's Education Department. and
second by a confirmatory letter from the Bernard van
Leer Foundation in which the detail was spelled out. It
was, however, made clear informally that the
negotiation of the evaluation 'contract' would be done
at school level and ultimately was a matter for the
evaluator and the project director, who was also the
head teacher.
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Before that stage was reached, however, the evaluator
(henceforth 'I') spent some clays in the school and
particularly in the Centre trying to come to terms with
what the aims and expectations of the evaluation
would be. Several things became immediately clear:
first that there was a sense in which the Bernard van
Leer Foundation, after four years' experience of the
Centre, had already done its own broad evaluation.
Clearly, the fact that it had already funded the
production of a video on the work of the Centre
showed that it was thought worthy of dissemination:
the evaluation was in a sense part of that process.
Second, a formal evaluation at this stage would be
important evidence in influencing Lothian Regional
Council who would soon have to decide on future
funding. Third, and perhaps not unrelated, it was clear
that the expectations of the project staff about the
evaluator was that he/she should understand and be
sympathetic to the aims of community schools and
nursery education. The last point is important (and its
importance will become clearer on reading the report)
because it links to the final 'expectation' at this stage. It
came from the Under-Fives staff that the evaluation
should try to provide some hard 'evidence' of how
attendance at the Under-Fives Centre benefited
children as well as mothers.

Those first few days in the school were invaluable.
Given that visits had to be intermittent, there was time
to read internal reports, working party minutes, and
correspondence, and to return on the next visit ready
with more 'seeing' eyes to merge into the atmosphere:
to observe, play, question, discuss, eat, chat, argue,
help, sympathise, joke, share both in the Centre and
in the school's 'adult lounge'. I called it 'participant
observation'! At the end of that stage, I knew I wanted
to evaluate the Under-Fives Centre and I wanted to do
it through case study. I felt completely at home, I felt I
was beginning to see some of the issues as well as the
problems of evaluation. I was ready to plan a study and
negotiate a contract.
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The process: negotiation
and planning

The process: fieldwork

The argument fur case study m.as put to the staff team
and accepted m, ithout question. Open access m,as given
willibgly and without qualification: to the building, to
meetings and other activities, to documents. I was free
to approach staff, students and parents as I wished, all
of them, of course, having the right to refuse to
cooperate. There was only one exception: I was not to
have access to a confidential previous evaluation of the
Project as a whole, only to sections relevant to the
Under-Fives Centre. I had to accept that.

It was also agreed that staff would have the
opportunity to comment on drafts of the final report
and that all reasonable account would be taken of their
comments. We did not define 'reasonable account' nor
did we discuss the possibility of serious disagreement
or strategies to which we might have to resort.
Probably, in retrospect that was a mistake although, in
fact, there proved to be no problem. What we did agree
was that ownership of the report would lie with the
Project sponsors and theirs was the right, if they
wished, to publish. The 'contract' was partly written,
partly taken on trust. Again, in retrospect, perhaps
both 'sides' should have been more stringent about that
but, in the event, it did not matter. Perhaps we were
lucky.

The broad plan was to base the case study largely on
participant observation, interviews and the analysis of
documents relevant to the Centre's development.
Opportunities for other kinds of fieldwork would he
taken if and when they arose. It was hoped that there
would be an opportunity for incorporating some
quantitative data as well as the qualitative data which
clearly would be at the heart of the study. I was ready
to begin the fieldwork.

All data mere gathered during 29 days of fieldwork in
the period May 1985 to January 1986. It came from
the following sources:

a) Under-Fives Centre registers;
b) interim reports and working party minutes;
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c) records of daily patterns of attendance kept by staff
in the period August to December 1985;

d) patterns of child/parent involvement in the Centre
assessed by staff;

e) questionnaire to 46 members of the high school
teaching staff;

f) persona! interviews with 52 individuals 17 parents
and childminders, three staff and three students at
the Centre, 12 High School staff, 17 Regional and
area staff who had a professional link with the work
of the Centr ;

g) participant observation throughout the period in the
Centre playroom, the parents' room. the adult
lounge and at parent meetings in the High School.

It should be clear that a very substantial 'case record'
was built up from which to draw evidence for the final
report. It should also be clear that it was too varied and
too complex for any profitable discussion in the
present limited space. A few points should, however,
be made. First, all fieldwork with the exception of
records kept by staff was done by me personally so
that I quickly began to build up a dynamic interactive
picture of the role of the Under-Fives Centre in the
area and in the school. Second, the case record
contained quantitative data from registers and staff
records as well as the much more substantial
qualitative data glened from field notes. Third, there
was an initial attempt to tar interviews but the tape
recorder was regarded as h;ghly intrusive so the
strategy was reluctantly abandoned.

The one substantial point w'lich must be made about
the fieldwork at this stage is that it incorporated
several serious attempts at 'triangulation' where I
deliberately set out to disconfirm my own
interpretations. I knew I was intuitively sympathetic to
most, if not all, of the aims of the Centre and I knew
that was at least part of the reason (quite legitimately)
that I had been invited to conduct the evaluation. It
was also clear that most of the people I interviewed,
past and present parents, staff, and the many voluntary
and professional workers in the area who knew the
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The process: the report

Centre, also shared my perceptions. It was therefore
doubly important to hunt for the contradictory
c. idence.

It came almost fortuitously in the opportunity to
circulate a questionnaire to High School staff at an in-
service training session; it came in discussion with a
few school students. Where it should have come from
to a greater degree than it did was from those many
mothers who came to the Centre very infrequently or,
having come a very few times, did not come back. I
found this group, despite the fact it was large, difficult
to trace. I did trace and talk with a few, but several
failed to keep appointments and others had very little
to say. This I acknowledge as a minor weakness of the
evaluation: the mothers I spoke to were largely, though
not exclusively, the regular attenders and the (very)
satisfied customers.

Schon (1979) gives us a fascinating analysis of how our
perceptions of a problem or an issue define how we
tackle it. I was interested, if not surprised, to find that a
substantial minority of High School staff had
perceptions of the Under-Fives Centre and pre-school
education which were very different to my own and
they therefore saw its function very differently. I caught
something of that. I wish I had been able better to
probe the case of the missing parents.

Again limited space allows only a few points to be
made about the final report contained in Part II of this
volume. First, like any report it aims to be 'readable':
trying to be true to the model and style it represents, it
aims to portray the 'case' in a way which increases the
reader's understanding and to provide some insight
into common issues. The style is deliberately varied:
descriptive and anecdotal as well as theoretical and
analytic.

Second, the report quite deliberately incorporates a
substantial section on a possible theoretical framework
within which the Under-Fives Centre might be
understood. The theoretical framework, with the
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observational field notes. is the legitimisation of the
Centre's contribution to child and family development.
The major point is, however, that the framework. in the
tradition of 'grounded theory' (Glaser and Strauss
1967) was the result, not the starting point, of the
evaluation.

Third. the report is recommendatory. Despite its
pretensions to a democratic style it has many of the
overtones of bureaucratic and autocratic evaluation,
including the perceived need to make an explicit
recommendation to one of the Project's main
sponsors. Lothian Regional Council.

Fourth. being a realist. I took heed of Cronhach's
(1980) warning about information overload and the
limited time evaluation users are prepared to give to a
report:

'Cm eful exposition that makes the story more
complex and more true make the listening harder
and the audience smaller.'

An abbreviated version of 20 pages was made
available!

Fifth, two draft versions of the final report were
circulated for comment among a small group of
Craigroyston's staff and the external evaluators of the
total Project. There were no serious disagreements and
many helpful comments, suggested additions, and
amendments were incorporated into the text.

Finally I have to acknowledge that in the final report I
am in places almost totally dependent on the reader's
intuitive recognition of the point being made. The
outstanding example is in chapter two in the section
entitled 'Some episodes, large and small'. As I try to
depict the essence of what to me is an important issue
through a short 'vignette' I am dependent on being met
half-way by the reader in the kind of 'dialogue'
described in the previous chapter. Not everyone will
see through my eyes the instances of learning and
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cal inc. which I depict. Not should they: what I hope
they may see even a little more clearly through their
own eyes are the opportunities for learning and caring
in their own setting. For those whose circumstances
are totally removed ton) the kind of setting described
in this paper that may be difficult. Statistical tables and
analysis might have been easier, but they would have
masked the dynamic complexities of what the Under-
Fives Centre is about. The expectation of 'hard
evidence' on children's development, for example, was
not met, partly because of the time-scale involved but
even more because, in the particular context, it seemed
to me a spurious objective. I had to hope that the
'evidence' of children's learning progress was there in
the 'episodes'. in the reporting of the documents from
those who knew the children best, and in the
theoretical analysis of the optimum conditions for
children's development. Perhaps not everyone would
approve, but in the circumstances that was the style
and approach I chose.

The evaluator, however. Is in no position to evaluate
his/her own evaluation and so. in conclusion. I return
to House (1980) and my dialogue with the reader:

'The test of an evaluation is not accuracy in
predicting an event but whether the audience can
see new relations and answer new but relevant
questions.

At this point the evaluation is (at last!) ready to be
'tested'.
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ould like to thank sinceiel) the mam people who so
illinglv gave me then time and cooperation

throughout this project The C t aigroyston con/mutiny
and the High School in particular have been tile
uthlect of so many research inlet ests in the last few
eat s that it says much for the column and integrity of

residents and professionals both in the area and at
Regional le\ el that the) tue still so ssilhmg to share their
time and the.,' experience.

It is not always a comfortable experience to visit
Craigiovston High School but no-one ever suggested
that CI aigroyston was a comfortable area in which to
live or work. I t was always however a dynamic
experience where one was always guaranteed a warm
welcome and assured of being included, assisted or
ignored as appropriate. Sincere thanks are due to the
nr oject director and headteacher. Hugh Mackenzie. to
his staff particularly Wallace Wood, Wendy Dignan,
Grace Anderson. Addle Eddington and Alex Wallace.
and to the Under-Fives parents all of whom
throughout my association with them paid me the great
compliment of treating me as an equal member of the
team. My thanks, too, to Elicit Wimbush of the Centre
1or Leisuie Reseaich, Dunfermline College of Physical
Education for hei continued interest and her generous
constructive help.

Finally; my thanks to Margaret Stnclaii, secretai y in
the Depaitment of Education Abet deen University.
tot het help and skill in the preparation of this report.

Joyce Watt
Depaitnient of Education
Aberdeen University
1986
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Introduction 'A microcosm of the whole project', 'a baby-sitting
sei vice', 'a life-saver'. 'a big family'. 'sometimes a bit
protected and complacent'. 'a very hard act to follow',
'a vei y special place'. 'a totally diffeient world', 'just like
any other nursery school'. 'my valium., 'a convenient
stepping-stone', 'the heart of the school', 'not for me';'a
total success'.

Overwhelmingly positive. sometimes neutral, very
occasionally negative, these ale some of the comments
on Craigroystongs Under-Fixes Centre from those who,
in 1985, viewed it from their very different
perspectives. But why the differences, and why,
particularly on the positive side, such intensity of
feeling? To answer that is to try to tell the stow of the
Centre, and like all stories it should start at the
beginning.

Origins The first publicly recorded 'beginning' was in the
Spring of 1980 when the first formal meetings of the
Preschool Working Party of the Craigroyston
Curriculum Project were held. The general remit of the
working party (composed entirely of interested
Ciaigiovston staff) was to explore the potential of pre-
school provision in furthering the community aims of
Craigroyston High School. its main focus was on the
idea of a 'creche' which might enable parents of young
children to attend school classes. It was not the first
time that the idea of a creche had been mooted within
the school but the new concept was to have wider aims.
They were:

a) to give opportunities toi parents to engage in
extended educational opportunities:
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b) to develop the concept of lifelong education in an
informal atmosphere:

c.) to give nursery children a headstart:

(1) to give students on school courses a first-hand
knowledge of young children:

e) to help parents extend skills in child-rearing
especially play, and have confidence in their own
ability.

In the Spring of 1980, just how these long-term aims
were to be achieved V4, as a matter for the future: the
immediate concerns were to find accommodation, to
negotiate staffing, and even at this very early stage, to
establish the idea more clearly in the collective
Craigroyston mind by giving the 'creche' its own
distinctive identity and title. This last point exercised
the working party considerably. It might have been
christened the 'Craigroyston Kindergarten': it might
have been the 'Craigroyston Children's Centre' or the
'Craigroyston Nursery': it came nearest to being the
'Craigie Under-Fives Centre'. One member of the
working party suggested it should be called the 'Hague
Kindergarten', but presumably it was felt either that
that was carrying gratitude too far or that the term was
not entirely appropriate for a community school m the
heart of Edinburgh. Whatever the arguments, in the
light of subsequent discussion, still in anticipation of its
formal birth, the name 'Craigroyston Under-Fives
Centre' was finally agreed in October 1980.

At the same time, a lot of preliminary work was going
on. Members of the working party, and particularly its
chairman, were exploring the many possible ways in
which a creche might develop. Discussions with the
Region's advisers, visits to local pre-school groups and
creches already established in other comprehensive
schools, internal planning and negotiation represented
many hours of hard work.
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Premises A suitable room for the 'creche' had been identified
early on. It was situated in the music block of the
school and was seen to be particularly suitable since.

a) it would not distract students in school;

b) it gave easy access to playing fields;

c) it provided adequate storage,

d) it had suitable toilet facilities;

e) it would allow easy access for paents
(Working Party Minute, 7.5.80).

Various improvements and adaptations to the
accommodation would have to be made but the
working party was optimistic that structural changes
would be effected in time for the scheme to start in
August 1980. Its optimism was ill-founded and
probably naive. There was a frustrating delay in
finalising the financial arrangements and it was not
until nine months of discussion, negotiation and
change had passed that the working party could
announce in triumph 'It looks as though there has been
a start made to the nursery ... It has been cleared of
furniture' (Working Party Minute, 11.3.81). Two weeks
later pessimism had returned '... no definite date has
been received for the start of the building alterations'
(Working Party Minute, 25.3.81). By the summer of
that year, however, the alterations were virtually
complete: toilets had been plumbed, corridors had
been painted and, most important, the physical focus
of the Centre had been transformed from a formal
classroom to a comfortable airy c ad bright playroom
for young children. The Under-Fives Centre had
achieved its own physical identity.

Equipment In the interim months, while the building alterations
were in progress, the working party had also set about
the rather easier task of equipping the Centre. As early
as June 1980, school students had been asked to bring
toys, and some preliminary costing of both educational
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and non-educational equipment had been started By
Spring 19F in anticipation of the opening of the
playroom, the technical department in the school had
agreed to collaborate with the Uncle] -Fives staff (by
then in post) to plan and produce equipment and
furniture of the playroom and an outdoor play area. It
was a major contribution to the Centre much
appreciated by everyone.

Staff From its first meetings in Spring 1980. the Pre-school
Working Pal ty had put its piio ay on staffing: the
quality of its staff, they believed, would be the key to
the success or otherwise of the Centre. Staff salaries
were to come form the Bernard van Leer Foundation,
but clearly it was important that their appointment and
the negotiation of their contracts should be done in
collaboration with the Education Departmert of
Lothian Region. It had been agreed that one teacher
and one nursery nurse should be appointed and there'
had been total consensus that those appointed should
not only be appropriately professionally qualified but
should be of particularly high calibre. By the beginning
of the school year 1980-81, the working party, anxious
that the teacher should join them in the planning of the
Centre, were pressing for an appointment to be made
as soon as possible. By September, questions of
secondment, responsibility, salary, etc. had been
negotiated with the Region and the Van Leer
Foundation, the role of the teacher had been agreed
and a work specification had been drawn up. The main
responsibilities of the teacher were to be:

a to meet the social and educational needs of children
in the Centre:

b) to meet the needs of parents and students working
in the Centre:

c) to be accountable to the Steering committee
responsible for the development of the Curriculum
Project as a whole.
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First participants

Principles of the Centre

13s the end of 1980 Wendy Dignan. headteaehet of an
kdInbuighnuiser\ school, had been appointed to the
Cut oculum Protect and had started work on the basis
of tout mot lungs secondment per week. Her first
weeks, in tact. were spent establishing contacts in the
area, meeting local worker s. visiting local playgroups
and primary schools as well as creche facilities w here
they existed in the Region's small number of
communth schools. At the same time she started
meeting and talking A ith school students on the child
care course.

I3\ Feb' um) there were nine children and their
mother s on the register. six mothers attending
woodwork classes, four-attending sewing and typing.
The Under-Fives playroom. of Course, was far from
ready (indeed alterations were not even to begin until
several more weeks had passed) and temporary
accommodation had to be found in the school.

13y the early summer, however, the basic grounuv )rk
had been laid: the building alterations were at last
uncle' w ay and looking promising: Grace Anderson. a
nut set y nurse. had joined Wendy Dignan in May:
Wendy Dignan was teaching school students on the
child care course as part of the regular school
curriculum and school students were positively
involved with the children; the woodwork department
was busily engaged in making equipment and furniture'

and numbers on the register had gi own to 15. The
scene was set for new and possibly exciting
developments from August 198 I.

It is important to note at this stage thiit, LA en in the first
SI months of the working party's discussions, it had
established some of the principles on which the
Under-Fives Centre was to he built. First, it was to be
piolessionally un 1w a teacher and nursery nurse of
proven experience and ability (Minute of 11.6.1 980).
Second. it was to be clearly established as an integral
part of the secondary school; the teacher and nurser),
nurse were to be full menthe's of the school staff
(Minute 11 6.80) and the Centre would be linked to the
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central administration (Minute 24.6.80). Third. there
was a general perception of where the Centre would
differ in its emphasis from more conventional nursery
school provision '... if more mothers than usual are
involved there could be a slant towards education of
mother and child rather than just child'. At the same
time theme was a clear recognition of possible
organisational problems in achieving these educational
objectives:

We do not want to find the creche becoming a
child-minding centre where too many children come
and go for short periods. A stable secure centre for
children to attend for a reasonable period of time
each day over a reasonable time span is preferred'.
(Minute 11.6.80)

Fourth. the involvement of school students should be a
prior; .y 'students from the child care course should
be involved immediately' (Minute 24.6.801 Fifth, there
should be no charge (Minute 24.6.80). Finally, the
development of the Centre was to be monitored
through regular meetings of the working party and
careful recording of its discussions (Minute 17.9.80).
An examination of those minutes over the life of the
working party in the next few years shows that, with
the exception of the emphasis on involving school
students, the initial principles remained largely intact.

Developments 1981-85 The developments of the next few years are well
documented in the internal reports of the Curriculum
Project as well as in reports and minutes of the Under-
Fives Working Party and there is no need to record the
detail here. It is however important to identify some of
the main landmarks in order to understand the pattern
and pace of growth. First, the children, their parents,
and the programme. Unfortunately school registers
and detailed records of those attending the Centre in
the period 198 1 -84 were lost in a fire in the school, but
the broad facts are available'. In August 1981 the roll
stood at 12, all children of parents attending school
classes. A month later it had risen to 33, and from that
point there was steady growth. An early feature was
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Expansion of activities

that children were particularly young: 21 out of the 33
at this stage were under two years of age, a pattern
later reversed in favour of older child re the children
largely spent their time in the playroom with staff and
students, parents having settled their children went to
school classes: woodwork, pottery, art, video-
production as well as academic 0-grade and Higher
subjects. In the earliest stage, most families came from
the immediate area encouraged by the visits Wendy
Dignan had made in the first weeks of her appointment
to local pre-school groups, and later by the extensive
programme of home visits she had undertaken along
with Grace Anderson. Subsequently, as the reputation
of the Centre spread, it began to attract those from
further afield and, although there is now no way of
checking its accuracy, it has remained part of the
'image' of that early period that the Centre began to
attract a large number of families from outwith the
immediate catchment area of the school.

Gradually the work of the Under-Fixes Centre
expanded. First, the programme of activities. Central
to the whole concept was the educational play
provision for children. By degrees the staff were able to
translate into reality what was for them the heart of the
whole idea, a 'learning centre' for children. In a setting
where emotional security and sound social
relationships were seen as the prerequisites of learning,
a carefully planned programme also aimed to give
children opportunities for imaginative and physical
play and to develop language and thinking skills. The
best principles of pre-school education were soon well
established.

At the same time a parallel programme of adult
activities was developing. As early as March 1982 the
first adult courses organised and led by Wendy Dignan
and run in the Centre itself had begun: the Open
University course 'The Pre-school child' had attracted
eight mothers and was to be repeated in two
subsequent years. In 1983 a discussion group for
parents started, led by a psychiatrist who encouraged
participants to look constructively at their own lives
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Parent/child actiNities

and pioblem N. The following ear saw the launching of
the cow se 'Child Matteis lot a pulp of childminders
(who increasingl elk: attending the Centre on a
egulat basis) and parents 13 that stage too Alex

Wallace. head of the Leal lung Centre in the school.
w as holding discussion sessions regulai l on matters of
topical interest to Undei-Fix CS patents. A keep-fit
class. again run b Wendy Dignan. also proved
populiu.

Another Li uoal de\ elopnu_nt \UN the programme of
act hies for patents and children to enjoy together.
One of the earliest of these was the swimming sessions
in the school pool. Another was 'Iumpine beaus'
music and movement sessions for parents and
children. Popular too \\ ere outings in the minibus to.
for example. the airport. the For th Road I3ridge.
Got gie Farm. the beach: 'outdoor education' for
parents and children together. 13y late 1983 a group of
patents and staff w ere talking about the possibility of a
residential weekend. and the first of these highly
successful family xentures took place at the Ratho
Centre in June 1984. the second a yeat

Font the beginning then. the ptogiamme of the
Under -Fives Cent e developed along three
chillenSions at the heart of it was the programme of
educational play fw children: parallel to that
developed an educational pi ()gramme and, later, social
f unctions for adults: and. pet haps the most Innovative
feature of the Cent ie. thete de\ eloped a piogramme of
child-patent actn ities which both encouraged and
built upon the patent-child bond for the benefit of
both.

Importance of the school It IN important to point out at this stage that \\ pile
setting man of the 'child' and 'adult' actRities would be

possible 12 an good conventional pie school setting.
the child- parent activities were Made easier and some
\\cie onl,, possible because of the Under-Fives setting
in a compreheu...iye NLCondmy school like

mgroyston. For example. the Centre could use the
school's facilities such as the swimming pool or the
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minibuxex. it could call upon iv, expel tic xch as that
of the outdoo education xtall. Pelhapx most 'input tant
ho \ wax the opportunio, which the Centre had to
be nnovatne, for example in its Own interm cumuli of
'outdoor education for pie-xchool children and heir
pal ems, know mg that it would be g, en 0, ery k,uppot
and encouragement in a xchool which had already
establixlied itx nteputation for limo\ ati \ e thinking.

Second. a quick look at xtall and xtudentx. From
August 1981 Wendy Dignan and Grace Anderxon
\\ ele emploed lull-time at the Centre. School xtudents
on ('SI child care courser had been involved ti om the
beginning and that continued in xonielorm throughout
the period. 13y early 1982 the hi t placementx had
been negotiated foi xtudentx on the &wet nmenfx
Youth Oppoitunitiex Programme and the following
\ ear a xtudent on the fart Youth Training theme.
hay ing completed her placement at the Centre. wax
xubxequently \ ited to become itx firxt para-
prof exxional. In March 1985 xlie wax succeeded
Para-prolexgonal by Addle Eddington.13v that stage
too. nurxery nurxe xtudentx at Ste \ CIP,911 College Cie
ilk() attending the Centre regularly on placement

Third. the building alterationx and facilitlex whose
cot Lothian Region had agreed to meet. Alter the
opening of the playroom in the summei of 1981 the
next priority wax the adaptation of the large xlinCr00111
nest d001 to a patents' room Although the idea of a
one-wa mirror which would have allowed parents to
observe then children at play had to be abandoned
because of cost. all other xuggextionx had been
accepted in principle by the Region. and by March
1982 the k,tructuial aim ationx \\etc complete.
comfortable t urniture had been inxtalled. xtorage
accommodation had been fitted a1nd coffee-making
facilities completed the picture. The pint:lux' room wax
an act which proved highly popular from the
beginning. By another veal. another milextone had
been paxxed: an outdoor area immediately. adjoining
the playroom had been completed and fenced and by
June 1983 the technical department in the school had
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again come up limps by ' it with sturdy
climbing equipment and window bow. There was one
negative note: the entrance hall to the Centre shared
with school students attending the music department
was constantly vandalised. Those who attended the
Under -hives Centre had come to terms with the tact
that all attempts to brighten the entrance with flowers,
plants and paintings were doomed to failure and they
had learned simply to live with the graffiti on the
outside walls and doors.

Pre-school working party Fourth. the working party on pre-m."hool education.
For the first two years of the project this comprised
teachers in the comprehensive school and latterly
Wendy Dignan as the representative of the Centre
itself. By November 1982, however, parents were
invited to participate in meetings: by January 1983 the
tunes of meetings had been changed from afternoons
to mornings to accommodate mothers and in February
that year mothers first attended as full members. Later
that same year it was a mother who represented the
Under-Fives Centre on the curriculum Project
Management Committee for the first time and by early
1984 the composition of the pre-school working party
had changed completely. By that stage the
'management committee' for the Under-Fives Centre
was a largely internal affair with no formal
membership, its meetings open to all interested
parents, staff and students associated with the Centre.

In all of these internal developments, the Centre
gradually a:,sumed more and more responsibility for
itself. Ideas for new activities, new equipment, new
uses for existing space, family outings, adult social
1 unctions, were picked up through day-to-day chat as
well as through more formal meetings and generated
their own momentum. Fund-raising through sales of
work. raffles, etc. became common and everyone
contributed as they could.

Finally, even in the first years of its life', the Centre had
begun to move from a preoccupation with establishing
itself and its own activities to a more conscious
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concern to forge ielationships witii the rest of the
school and the community as a whole.

Relationships outside the Links with the school were. of course. I elaticely easily
centre made. As a major part of the Curriculum Project, the

CultFt.. had thc. and i.....lvement of
the senior management team in the school and
members of the original working party who had all
been members of the school staff maintained their
interest in the Centre both formally and informally
over the years. The closest practical links in the early
stages were probably with those who ran the child care
courses and those whose responsibility lay in the field
of adult education; more recently it was with those in
the latter group who organised or ran courses where
Under-Fives mothers constituted a large part of the
membership

At the same time Under-Fives staff themselves were
full members of staff of the high school, and in later
years Wendy Dignan was not only a member of the
Curriculum Project's continuing education department
but was also promoted to the position of Assistant
Principal Teacher (Guidance) in recognition of the'
work she did with adults at the Centre. This in turn, of
course, meant that she attended principal teachers'
meetings . All Under-Fives staff also participated fully
in the school's regular in-service programme on
community-based topics. and, as individuals, they also
tried to make links by using the general school
staffroom and dining room facilities whenever
possible. They were careful too, to include the Under-
Fives Centre in any general school activities: coffee
mornings, sales of work, a sponsored walk the
Under-Fives mothers and staff (and children) were
thew.

In the wider community, the Centre tried to establish
its name and to promote an image of welcome.
Preliminary work had been done in the earliest days by
the staff visiting local primary schools and playgroups
and simply knocking at doors publicising what the
Under-Fives Centre was about. As time passed, the
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Links Nrith local sell ices

ewanding role of the Centre made It easier to
welcome a \\ 'der cross-section of the community: there'
\\ as increasing emphasis on adults \\ ho were attending
classes also dropping in at other times with their
children simpl to pla\ together or for the parent to
meet others in the parents' room \\ hile their children
pia\ cd ne\t door 13\ 1983 the point was being made
quite specifically that even where adults had no
children of their own, they would be welcome at the
Centre (Minute of 11.11983) 13v that time too some
local chrldminders had begun to use the Centre
regularly and more and more the orrinal function of
the Centre as a place \\ here parents could leave their
children while they went to school classes \\ as
becoming blur red.

Local professionals from the Social Wort, Department
and the Health Centre \ kited the Under-Fives Centre
increasingly and links grew with some of the many
\ oluntary organisations operating in the area. Early in
1984 the witys iWomen's Royal Voluntary Service)
approached the school to house and organise the
Pilton To Library and thus began another major
Irmo\ ation. From Mai that rear the toy library.
organised by a team of mothers and led 1w Grace
Anderson. the Under-Fives nursery nurse, ran every
Wednesda morning in a classroom near the Under-
1:1\ es playroom, providing not only a specific lending
ser \ ice but a point of social contact for a growing band
of mothers. childminders and day carers along with
their children from the Craigroyston community.

In March the tollowing year Wends' Dignan took the
initiative to establish a local (or mini) (I LT
(Committee For Under-Fives) made up of
representam es of all those who worked with under-
11\ es in the area. Lothian had established a regional as
'.ell as di \ isional committees on a similar pattern and
had encouraged the development of local groups. but
until early 1985 none had existed in the Greater
Tilton 1\ilurrhouse area. All ('I tit- groups share the
same aims. to stimulate an informed a\\areness of the
needs of imder-fives and how these can he met: to
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pox ide cooperation and undei standing arrion,,
ptutdcts. and to exchange intimation and \ lox s with

I-11 groups at ()the' le \ els

Contributions by mothers Meantime. b\ 1984. indixidual c
capitalising on that experience in the Under-1.1x es
Centre and were making their coin' 'Ninon to the
wider communit). At the same time they were making
the \yolk of the Centre more wide' known. Among
the ead \ examples wet e one mother who had been
appointed play-leader in a local playgroup: another
had inti ()duce(' video camera work to the mother'. at
the mother and toddler gimp in the nealk
coninumit) centre: another had been appointed as a
'play visitor' in the local social work team: and \ et
another had played a central role in establishing a
suppoit group for w omen dependent on tranquilisel
drugs.

In its relatively short life therefore, the Under-Fives
Centre had b\ 1985 become Italy operational: its role
had expanded greatl as had its numbers and it
continued to look lot new opportunities for growth
and de elopment. The Centre had lemained nue to
Wendy Dignan's statement made after only one sear of
lull operation:

Dignan said that although the Centre was
established. it would alwa s be doelopmg. Nursery
education is ne\er static'.
(Minute 25.8.1982)

The principles established by the original %%of king
part} iemamed, but others also became central in the
light of expel iment and continuing leappriusai. For
example. although the Conic had been established to
meet the needs of both parents and childien as parents
attended school classes. the Under-Fives staff.'.'. bile
iecognising and Dying to meet the needs of pinents.

ele unequi ocal in then commitment to the inteiests
of children.
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the welfare of each child would always take
precedence over other considerations where the
staff in the Under-Fives Centre were concerned'.
(Minute 11.2.1983)

One of the practical outcomes of this principle was the
insistence of the Undei-Fives staff that children should
be happily settled in the playroom before their parents
left for classes, that parents should always he within
the school complex and their movements known so
that they could be called back at any time if necessary.

The centre as a support Another example was the recognition of the social
system function of the Centre as a support system for children

and adults alike. In a community where it was easy to
see and stress the negative side of life, the Centre tried
to establish positive thinking through mutual support:
the encouragement of good feelings about oneself and
about other people was a central principle.

A few glimpses of the principle in action can he
captured from reports and working party minutes:

'Sincere thanks to the people (childminders) who
have helped with the extra children in the playroom
to enable their colleagues to participate in the
course. This has been a real team effort. A thank-
you outing for those adults and their children will
take place ... to Turnhouse Airport'.
(Minute 26.3.1985)

And commenting on the early weeks of the toy library:

... we were very conscious that we were not
spending enough time introducing adults and
children to one another.
(Toy Libra\ Report 7.(1.1985;

And lastly:



'Congratulations .. to all adult students for their
efforts in the recent examinations ... Well done to all
who participated in summer playschemes with the
community'.
(Minute of 11.9.1984)

A careful reading of reports on the Centre of working
party minutes in the years to 1985 give an almost
overwhelmingly positive picture. While the staff
themselves are conscious of difficulties and of some
relative failure, the general picture is one of growth,
expansion and success. Certainly all comments quoted
from mothers reflect the same enthusiasm. 'If the
Under-Fives Centre closes I will die' (Minute of
29.9.1982).1 like coming here. It's a positive place.
When you go to mother and toddler groups you sit
around moaning. Here you can do things and enjoy it
(Minute of 10.11.1982). The first evaluators of the total
Craigroyston Curriculum Project in 1984 also agreed
with the positive image. There is no doubt in anyone's
mind that the Centre is a success' (Peacock and
Crowther 1984).

Lack of involvement of The only aspect of the Under-Fives' activities minuted
school students as causing any serious degree of concern was the

involvement of school students. It had started well, but
even by the second year of the project a negative note
was being struck:

'413 child care students htwe had a 50/50 success
rate. Many of the students were not interested, or
truants. It would seem that the Under-Fives Centre
have had more than their fair share of non-
responsive students'.
(Minute of 10.11.1982)

The evaluators agreed:
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'Our observations are that the staff and mothers try
hard to integrate them into the work of the
playroom, but often with little active response from
the students'.
(Peacock and Crowther 1984)



So much then, for the general background. With this
broad resume of the first years of the Craigroyston
Under-Fives Centre we turn now to the last six months
of 1985 and the beginning of the present research.
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2. 1 HE PROGRAMME AND 1 HE PEOPLE
June 1985 January 1986

The general programme Simply to read through minutes of %%orlong part}
meetings and formal reports on the Under-Fives
Centre is to miss probably its key feature the
playroom. While its importance is not minimised by
the working party, it is in a sense taken for granted
perhaps particularly by the original group who had no
pretensions themselves to knowing about pre-school
education. Members had been determined that the
Centre would be professionally run, and that having
been assured, they assumed, rightly, that the children's
education was in capable hands.

In early summer 1985 the full-time staff at the Centre
comprised still Wendy Dignan the teacher, Grace
Anderson the nursery nurse and Addle Eddington
who had just joined as a para-professional worker. All
had come to the Centre from work settings where the
immediate responsibility had been the child but where
the needs of the family as a whole were also
recognised: Wendy Dignan from a nursery school in a
deprived area, Grace Anderson from a children's
centre and Acidic Eddington from child-minding in the
Craigroyston area itself. The result was that the needs
of children were always paramount.

The playroom itself in terms of space and physical
layout was typical of many conventional nursery
classes in primary schools. All the panoply of modern
nursery education was there somewhere: a book
corner, a sand tray, a water tray, a house corner, floor
toys and puzzles, some comfortable chairs and
carpeting, a display ara, painting easels, tables and
chaii1/4 which could double up for clay/dough play, junk
modelling, baking or juice time. Immediately outside
and fully visible from indoors was the outdoor area
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Child-centred

ell furnished with climbing and jumping equipment
and in full use when at all possible.

The spirit and philosophy of good pre-school practice
as we understand it certainly pervaded the Under-
Fives playroom, although certain features of the
setting. for example the numbers, the age-range, the
facilities, sometimes made this difficult to achieve
(points we shall return to in Chapter 5). But it was
certainly 'child-centred' in every way the staff could
make it. For example, each child (and mother) was
made to feel that he/she 'belonged' and was important:
each child was greeted individually by name each day
on arrival and the session started at the child's pace;
there was an emphasis on listening to and talking with
children, on identifying children's present interests and
on both following and extending them. Child/child and
adult/child communication were encouraged at every
level and with every age group.

Several features of the Centre made it easy for it to be
'child-centred'. First there was a relatively generous
staff/child ratio and in addition there were normally
students and certainly at least a few mothers either in
the' playroom itself or on hand in the patents' room
next door. Second, children came in to the Centre
gradually: a few stayed throughout the morning or
afternoon, others would be there for only a short
period. Other factors however made 'child-
centredness' difficult: one was the age-range involved
and the lack of facilities particularly for the youngest
children; another was the flexibility which allowed
spasmodic attendance and a consequent lack of
continuity for children. The wide age-range and
flexibility of attendance were on other countsstrengths
of the nor re, but in terms of child-cent redness' they
had also to be seen as potential weaknesses.

In terms of the general aims of pre-school education
however, particularly perhaps for the age group 2 to
31,'2, the Under-Fives Centre was clearly tulfilling an
impot tant educational function km daldren.
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Regular features I3N the time the present research began, the other
features of the Under -Files programme were well
established. swimming sessions and 'jumping beans'
both for parents and children together, ran weekly. The
toy library on a Wednesday morning was obviously a
highlight and could attract up to 20 adults with
children many of them childminders in the area. Alex
War discussion group ran every Friday morning
in the school for a group of around ten. mostly
mothers from the Centre. Topics were chosen by the
group themselves: drugs. divorce, violence, suicide
were a few examples. An offshoot of that group also
was a Sociology class held weekly in the autumn term
of 1985. In addition, of course', a number of mothers at
the Centre were pursuing their own individual interests
and talents in other more formal adult classes in the
school.

In the Centre itself Wendy Dignan had again organised
weekly keep-fit sessions for interested parents. and
early autumn saw the beginning of different kind of
child-based course fot mothers. September 1985 had
seen a new young group of mothers. several of them
single parents. join the Centre with the encouragement
of their health visitor. Clearly for them, formal 'classes'
were not the first stage. Confidence and friendship
were built up gradually through a series of eight
Thursday morning parent/child outings in the minibus

again to the farm, the airport. the Forth Road Bridge.
It was out of that experience that by the end of
October. Wendy Dignan suggested that the group meet
to discuss issues relevant to themselves as parents.
'Lem ning Together' was launched and in the weeks
that followed a group of eight mothers (seven single
patents) discussed together some topics on the Open
University cow se 'Learning Through Experience', for
example: children's play and housing problems: do we
handle our children as our mothers handled us?:
teaching children about sex. In January 1986 the group
visited the Hillend ski slope and followed it up by
discussing how to develop a winter theme with
children at home and at the Centre.
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These then were some of the Under-Fives activities in
the last months of 1985. Rut who was involved? Who
weie the clientele? Where did they come from? What
did they come for and how much were they involved?

The users* A. Housing Area

By January 1986 there were 86 families (106 children)
on the register of the Under-Fives Centre. Most came
from areas within walking distance of the school. 13%
came from outside the area. one indeed travelling from
the centre of Edinburgh.

B. The children: ages. older siblings. time at the
Centre. pattern of attendance

Children's ages at 31st December 1985 ranged from 3
months to 4 years 9 months, but over two-thirds were
probably in the age-range 2.00 to 4.00 years. There
were only seven children under the age of one year.
Seventeen children had had older siblings at the
Centre before them.

Only I 8"/0 of children came three or more times per
week. 26% came once or twice. 56% less than once a
week. Only five children below the age of 2.00 years
came three times a week or more and all babies came
less than once a week. There was a constant turnover
of children and families. 80", had been coming to the
Centre for less than a yeti. 56% for less than six
months. Conversely 8% had been coming for over two
years.

C. Numbers attending the Centre

Numbers attending the Centre were consistently
greater in the morning than in the afternoon partly
because afternoons were often given over to special
inteiests, e.g. jumping beans, keep fit. etc. Over some

* References to the appendices in the in iginal repo t have
been omitted
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Regularity of individual
adults at each main

activity

70 mot flings and 63 afternoons in the period August
to December 1985 there were 28 mornings with 15+
children present (7 with 2(l+) only S afternoons with
that number. Conversely there was only one morning
with fewer than 5 children. but on 26 afternoons there
were 5 Or fewer present.

D. The adults

Of the 106 children attending the Centre. 89 were
brought by their mother only, one by both mother and
father. one by both mother and childminder. 15 by a
childminder alone. Twenty-one mothers and four
childminders were single parents. Thirty-two per cent
had come initially in order to attend school classes,
68% had started by 'dropping in'. Whatever their initial
reason for coming, the great majority had become
involved in something else.

School classes. 49 attended school classes. 57 did
not
(9%0 all the time. 150/0 regularly,
25% occasionally, 54% never)

swimming: 34 attended. 72 did not
(15% all the time, 6% regularly.
11% occasionally. 68% never)

.lumping beans: 22 attended, 84 did not
(7% all the time. 9% regularly, 5%
occasionally, 79% never)

Outings: 20 attended, 86 did not
(12% all the time, 5% regularly, 2%
occasionally, 810/0 never)

Toy library: 26 attended. 80 did not
(17% all the time. 1% regularly. 7%
occasionally. 76% never)
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Mopping in:

Discussion group:
(U-Fives Centre)

Discussion group:
(School)

All 'di opped in in some capacity
(27% all the time 14% regularly,
13% occasionally. 45% only very
occasionally)

30 attended over the year. 76 did
not (19% all the tune. 6% regularly.
3% occasionally. 72% never)

12 attended. 94 did not
(9% all the time. 2% regularly. 89%
never)

Pattern of involvement in In the 15 week period from 30th August 1985 there
the Centre were between 21 and 42 attendances at school classes

in any one week. In the same period in any one week
there were between 5 and 35 'dropping in' attendances
where adults came to the playroom to play with their
children, and between 16 and 45 of all other
attendances (swimming. Jumping beans. courses) taken
together. These figures do not. of course. take account
of where the same people were involved in several
activities at different points in the week. It is interesting
to note that by late 1985 the number of attendances
for school classes was consistently less than the
number of attendances for all other Under-Fives
activities taken together. Sometimes indeed the
difference is very marked. The number of 'attendances'
at the Under-Fives Centre in any one week was
normally about 80 to 100.

Other points of interest in
relation to adult

involvement

Long-term attenders
Of the 22 mothers who had come to the Centre for
over a year 16 had come initially for school classes
and all still attended. three had come originally for
another purpose but now also attended classes. All
eight who had come for over two years had come
originally for classes and still attended, three 'all the
time, the others regularly or occasionally.

Most frequent attenders
There were 11 mothers who attended three or more
activities 'almost all the time'. Seven of these had
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started lw coming to classes. four started by 'dropping
in'. Of these I I CI y frequent attenders, five were single
parents.

In addition. 38 mothers childminders attended two
activities 'almost all the time'. Of these 14 had started
by coming to classes. 18 b) 'dropping in'. six
(childminders) by coming to the toy library.

Least frequent attenders
There were 36 mothers involved in only one activity.
two of them mothers who only attended classes The
other 34 were also the least frequent users: 27 had
come to 'drop in and 24 had been on the register for
less than two months. Half were from West Pilton.

Single parents

Of the 25 single parents and single childminders. five
were among the eleven most Ircquent users of the
Centre (see above). In contrast. nine were among the
least frequent users. Of the 21 mothers, 19 started by
'dropping in', two by attending school classes. Four
who started by 'dropping in' were now attending
classes regularly or occasionally and the two who
started with classes were also dropping in frequently..

These then are the raw figures, but they tell us little'
about the reality of the people and the activities behind
the facts. A few brief snapshots may help to give a
more comprehensive picture.

The reality some A) Monday, 8.45 a.m. and the play room is set out
episodes, large and small read for another week, the water is back in the

water tray. paper is pegged to the painting easels.
the dolls are lying down, the books are standing
up. the pink (very pink) dough is pristine fresh
and somebody has decided to cheer up Monday
morning with a huge bunch of flowers. There's
just time for a quick cup of coffee for the staff
before the first families arrive. The kettle has just
boiled when a door opens and bangs along the
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con idor and two pairs of feet. one large. one
small, approach.

Wendy gets up and goes to the door of the
parents' room. the coffee is abandoned. 'Good
morning. Karen' good morning. Jane it's good
to see you'. The small feet run and quickly climb
the steps to the parents' room; a face no more
than three feet from the floor peers in and beams.
'Hello. Karen' says everyone else and Karen
beams back. She comes to the Centre most days
as her mother attends school classes: she is quite
at home. This morning Karen's mother Jane
obviously has something on her mind: Wendy
senses this and moves with her to a far part of the
playroom. Meantime Kai en and Grace are deep
in conversation The dolls too have started
another week.

13) There are around 16 children in the room mostly
aged two to three and all happily engaged playing
on their own or with an adult. Three mothers
come into the room chatting together. Fiona, a
two year-old, grabs a book and makes straight for
one of the mothers who immediately sits down on
the floor, Fiona on her lap, hook at the ready.
The), turn the pages together and Fiona laughs
uproariously (ies 'The Hungry Caterpillee,
think) as she peeps to see what is coming on the
next page. I have assumed that this picture is a
reflection of what the two will do at home. I am
wrong. It is not Fiona's mother. Her mother is not
there. Hei substitute 'mother' has a child of her
own but he is quite oblivious to Fiona and he
hasn't noticed his mother as he comes to terms
i.%ith an obstinate toilet roll funnel which refuses
to stick to his junk model train.

Names of all mothers and children arc fictitious but all
episodes are real.
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C') A particularly busy morning. No obvious reason
for that but there are user 20 children in the
playroom all ages. A few mothers are helping
Wendy and Addle but while it is all under control
there are not really enough adults around. Four
mothers are having coffee and a cigarette next
door apparently oblivious to the need. Wendy
and Addle exchange glances of frustration (is it
exasperation?) as Wendy goes next door. If it is
exasperation it comes across in neither the tone
nor the words. 'We're a bit harassed. We really
need you. Could two of you come when you've
finished your coffee?' Two rise immediately and

1)) Caroline is obviously in a bad mood. She's the
oldest child in the Centre. comes most days and
has been coming for two years. But most of the
other children today are too young to be
company for her and she's bored. Addle from the
other side of the room picks up the warning signs
and moves fast. 'Caroline, I need somebody to
help carry a few things outside. Would you be
able to help'''

E) Peter Is 2i 2. He is gazing in wonder at t' so long
shaped pieces of wood with straps and buckles
lying side by side on the playroom floor They
weren't there yesterday. What can they be?
Alison. aged 3, runs across and with great glee
and no hesitation slips her feet on top of the
strange objects and into the straps and lifts two
equally puzzling 'sticks', one in each hand. Wendy
joins them quickly. The wooden objects are skis
lent by the school's outdoor education
department as a reminder of last week's visit to
the Hillend ski slope. Alison went on that nip and
she remembers it well. She and Wendy talk about
all the things they saw and did. She draws in
attention to the pictures they've made about
snow. Peter demands to stand on the strange
objects and Alison is persuaded to let him have a
turn. He does not, however. shale her enthusiasm.
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Unimpiessed. he names oft to explore comet
new

ping

Nitiur:en is a single parent with two children,
younger Mark just a year old. Maureen enjoy.
children- she lives neai b and she conies most
days She is usually in the playroom, seldom
bothering to go to the parents' room for collet.
She plays constantly with both children. She has
just realised that Mark has been intently watching
his big sister paint at the easel Would he like a
go? An o crall is supplied and seated on his
mother s knee Mark achieves a solid line of black
paint from the top of the paper to the bottom. He
loses his grasp of the hi ush and much to his
sit: prise gives himself a black eye.

the
her

Co 12.25 p.m. Tidying up time, everyone's busy and
there's plenty still to do A mother slips into the
play room. almost unnoticed. glances round and
moves to the corner of the room where the
painting easels stand and where the floor give%
ample wool that today red has been the 'colour
of the day". She picks up the floor mop as she
goes. Five minutes later the floor is cleaned. the
rest of the room is tidied. the mother has a quick
word with Wendy and Grace and she departs
alone. She has no child to collect (her child is now
at primary school). she has no ostensible reason
to come to the Centre. but being in the school
an % ay to attend a class she has just looked in to
say 'hullo'.

III Tiacy is only just'_. Her mother, a single parent.
has just found the Centre and di ops in most days.
She admits that she still prefers the parents' room
to the playroom. Tracy loves it all, tries everything
and grins most of the time Today she's outside on
the climbing frame: up the ladder, down the
chute. boundless energy A moment of inattention
and she falls heavily striking her head on the bars
of the frame. It is a blow that would tell many a 4-
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%ear-old, There is a moment's silence All bumped
ma held' she grills, and runs off.

I) Four children aged 2 to 3 sit round a table silently
waiting for their juice and the cakes which they
have just helped two of the mothers to make A
new child joins them and 1 hover in the
background. Grace approaches with the juice and
cakes and pauses as the children look expectantly
'Do you know Jane?' (the new child) she asks the
others. 'And this is Joyce: 'Joyce. this is Mark..
Dm id and Leanne' Introductions complete. Juice
is served.

J) Toy library morning plenty of people mound
and lots of toddlers. Play. coffee, chat and mutual
support for all age groups. Everybody seems to
know everybody else and there's plenty of noisy
camaraderie. The two mother 'organisers joke at
their own 'inefficiency' in 'balancing, the hooks'.
Around the coffee table one mother has just
announced she's 'expecting': the sympathy seems
to outweigh the congratulations but it's all
tongue-in-cheek. Grace, however, ever-sensitive
to everyone's needs and moods has picked up
something 1 haven't, it's been a good morning but

c must work harder to make people feel
v elcome. It's so important to them.'

K) There's a strong sweet smell of baking in the
playroom, Earlier that morning two mothers have
helped a small group of 3-4 year-olds hake some
biscuits evidently much to everyone's satisfaction
because all that remains are a few crumbs and
that tantalising smell. Two of the children who
had helped have gone straight to the wendy house
w here the whole process is about to be re-enacted
in an imaginary game. 'Get the bowl'. orders one
'I'll get the spoon'. 'You'll need sugar and flour,
but we haven't any raisins Some 'raisins' are
produced as if by magic. the Inixtui c' is pushed,
pulled and cut and triumphantly put in the 'oven'.
An inquisitive toddler peeps through the screen
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of the vends house and is seized upon as a willing
guest The 'biscuits' are enjoyed by all. Grace
passes and enquires if she mat join the party. 'Tell
me what you've been making. she invites, and
there follows an exchange about recipes, ovens,
and burned biscuits.

Barbara and Frances are on then knees doing a
large jigsaw on the floor Barbara is a single
parent. Frances at 21 , is her onl child. As she
later tells me 'Frances is all I've got. She's my
whole life and I didn't want a place for children
alone.' Patiently the two go through three jigsaws
together, Barbara encouraging and occasionally
suggesting, but Frances ultimately finding most of
the pieces herself. It is no mean achievement for a
child of her age. 'She's quite bright' says Barbara
trying not to look too proud.

NI) Well that's all arranged.' A mother blows into
the parents' room first thing in the morning. 'A
group of them (other mothers) are coming to help
me paper my room next week. It's high time: the
damp's taken the paper right off but I hadn't the
heart to do anything about it betore: There
follows (for my benefit) a long tragic story of
family illness and death.

N 1 Scott who is 4 is standing alone at a table on
which there are displayed some leaves, grits:
and nuts. His pockets are bulging. With great
pr ide he starts to empty them. His mother
ho%ering in the background. Wendy's attention is
caught. She exchanges a knowledgeable wink with
mother and the two approach Scott as he takes
his treasures from his pocket. 'What lovely nuts'
says Wendy 'Where did you get those?' And so
starts a three-way conversation about a Saturday
walk.
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Swimming. Eight mother s, throe staff, two
students and bobbing mound on inflatable
wings and I ubbeis rings ten tiny bodies, one very
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tiny one. only six months old. A look of
anticipation from eery adult. an unselfconscious
beam from tner child. Well, almost every child:
one two-year-old has decided It's too cold Kick,
splash, float. Feel the water on your body, the
support of your motile', the trust of your child:
know the individual achievement of a few
faltering strokes, the group fun of water games
played together. Ring-a-ring-of-rosies and we all
tall down and it's time to get dressed. Back to
the Centre for a baked potato.

and finally

Alex's discussion group: the topic separation
and divorce. It's a personal and traumatic topic
for several in the group that's probably why
they've chosen it. Eight of the ten present are
mothers from the Under-Fives Centre. Alex leads
the discussion unobtrusively and skillfully.
Almost everyone speaks. Loneliness, financial
problems. rejection. they're all aired. Most
coniplain they have no social life as they have
nobody to look after the children. One disagrees.
She has a partner although she refuses to be
married. She has two ver) young children. is quite
content with her lot and rejects any offers to
babysit. 'I enjoyed myself when I was young' she
sa s. 'I've had my life: She is 23.



PROCF SS AND PE RCF Pl I )NS

Process We mo\ e now to an analsis of some of the principles
which seemed to underpin the Cralgroyston Under-
l'i es programme as it was operating in 1985. What
seemed to be the key factors in the Under -Five,
educational 'process'? Six are outlined briefly.

Tripartite commitment

The first need only be stated but it is of fundamental
importance Craigroyston 1985 was the accumulation
of five years experiences: success and failure, triumph
and frustration. Each stage was the product of what
had gone before: it had been a gradual process of
grow th and change, experiment and appraisal. The
Under-Fives Centre had been and continued to be an
evolving creature.

Second, and central to the whole Philosophy, v
principle that:

as the

'ft is by taking as its focus neither the child nor
parent but the parent-child system that parent
intervention apparently achieves its effectivene
and staying power'. (Bronfenbrenner 1976)

Allied to that went the belief that:

the

The failure of one individual at either generationa
le \ el may impede the other's capacity to adapt'.
(Rapoport 1975)

1

I leme thL:ie was a tripartite commitment. to the needs
of the child, to the needs of the mother: to the needs of
the mother and child together. The education of
children was central to the whole process. All the
activities of the Centre which involved children were
firmly based on a professional commitment to their
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total development as individuals whatever their stage
or level of maturity: their language, thinking, social and
imaginative skills as well as their emotional and
physical growth. But there was also a clear recognition
that mothers too had their individual needs: for some it
was simply the need for encouragement to pursue their
own individual needs in the school without feeling any
sense of guilt; for others it was a need for social and
emotional support before they got anywhere near that
stage. And in recognition of the mutual dependence of
mother and child there was also the continuing
encouragement to mothers to spend time in the
playroom with their children, to take part in child/
parent activities such as swimming or outings or to
attend any part of the continuing programme of
parent-related courses.

Reaction to needs Third, there was a commitment to react to people and
their needs: a recognition that people came before a
programme. Hence parents could use the Centre as
and how they wanted and there was an unspoken
understanding that everyone was welcome whenever
they returned and no explanation was ever sought for a
long period of absence. Equally the strains and
tensions of life in the Greater Pilton/Muirhouse area
were often evident on the faces of mothers: family
stress often traumatic, was part of the daily life of the
Centre These were needs which the staff and other
parents were quick to recognise and to which they
were quick to respond.

Balance Fourth, there was a tine balance between 'structure'
and 'flexibility' in the whole process. In one sense the
Centre was free of many of the constraints which
operate for many pre-school establishments. Being
situated in a comprehensive school and with mothers
on hand there was no formal requirement for
registration, regular attendance, or conformity to
standard rules and regulations. This in itself meant, as
we have already said, that there was greater freedom to
respond quickly to need and to tolerate widely
divergent patterns of attendance. It also meant that the
Centre could respond quickly to an emergency for
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example, a request from a health visitor on behalf of a
family in particular need.

Structure Nevertheless the Centre did operate within a very
deliberate if subtle structure:. The aims and objectives
of the Centre laid down in the original proposal for the
Cdrriculum Project's funding were still adhered to:
progress. achievements and failures were continuously
monitored and analysed. Just as important, there had
been a structure built up over the years through key
activities in the Centre: the discussion groups;
s'vimming and jumping beans sessions; outings. With
these key activities went a core group of people.
perhaps some 20 mothers, who attended very
regularly, who knew one another well and who
inevitably were the ones who provided the continuity
and their own stamp on the Centre's identity.

There was also an important dimension of 'structure.
built up through the sheer skill of the staff. Their
'structure' was there in the general control, and their
overall perception of where the Under-Fives Centre
was trying to go. It was this implicit professional
structure which made the flexibility of the Centre a
strength rather than a weakness.

Stress Fifth, the Under-Fives Centre operated in the
knowledge that many of those who used it came
lacking confidence in themselves, often from situations
of personal and family stress sometimes quite
traumatic in nature. The repercussions were often
evident in the behaviour of children. The implications
in loins of the 'process' were many. Theie was an
emphasis on a relaxed atmosphere whenever possible.
Some mothers expected very little of themselves or of
others sn goals were limited and all achievements were
lecognised. While mothers were encouraged to share
their problems and their stess they were also
encouraged to be positive by becoming actively
involved in a school or Centre activity. Stress was
something shined and the strain of that sometimes
showed in the staff, something which the most sensitive
mothers recognised and responded to with a
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spontaneous joke. a cup of tea or a quick
unselfconscious hug

Belief in professionalism Sixth, and last. the Under-FR es Centre spas based on a
belief in professionalism. and in particular the
professionalism of nuisery education. We have already
stressed the commitment from the beginning to
appointing both a nursery teacher and a nursery nurse
of experience and ability. Everyone agreed that they
had provided a professional leadership of high quality
and that the Centre had a staff who worked well as a
team exploiting one anothers strengths and
compensating for one another's weaknesses. Wendy
Dignan's position as a teacher in the Centre, her active
teaching role in the child -care course in the early days,
and latterly her guidance role as an Assistant Principal
Teacher (Guidance) probably also gave her personally
and the team as a w hole professional credibility among
()the' school staff.

A distinction should be made however between the
(wain) of the professionalism in the Under-Fives
Centre and the nature of that professionalism. This is a
crucial point as it seems to explain in part the
divergence of view s in relation to the Centre. While its
qualit was unquestioned. and while it had many
growth points which went "ell beyond what might be
found in most conventional nursery schools. the
pi ofessionalism of the Under-Fives Centre was firmly
looted in the professional assumptions of nursery
education, among them an institutional focus and a
commitment to seeing children's needs as paramount.
Not everyone accepted that model.

With that in mind, we tui n now to how the
CI aigrovston communit\ viewed the Under Fives
Centre.

Perceptions I la\ mg outlined the thinking behind the Under-Fi \ es
Centie, the main pi inciples and processes on which its
pi aetice was based. it is impoitant now to look at how
the Centre was perceived by those who knew it as
users and also by those who simply knew of it as a
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Mothers' views of the
Under-Fives Centre

service \\ 'thin the Craigroyston community. We turn
first to the general view s of two particular groups, the
mothers who used the Centre and the high school staff.
Second, we look at specific aspects of the Centre: its
clients and users; its contribution as a particular
innovatory form of pre-school provision; its role
within the 'community school', and we try to reflect the
views not only of mothers and a wider group of school
stall but also the views of a cross-section of those who
ran alternative forms of pre-school groups in the same
at ea, those who worked in local health and social work
services and those who had a wider responsibility for
educational provision in the Region as a whole.

Mothers' and childminders' view s of the Centre were
gathered almost entirely from unstructured inters iews,
most lasting around an hour. It is important to note
that only two of the mothers interviewed formally were
'occasional' users of the Centre (using it less than once
a week), most of those interviewed used it fairly
regularly (once or twice a week), a ft'w 'very regularly'
(three of more times a week). Tht L... mothers whose
names were on the register and were only occasional
use's were appioached for interview but two failed to
keep the appointment on two occasions and one
declined to be interviewed as she felt that she did not
know enough about the Centre to make valid
comments. Three mothers who were net casually in
the course of visits to local primary schools turned out
to be or to have been 'occasional users' of the Centre
and they also provided a few comments. Thus the
ovei all bias in the mothers' intei views is towards those

ho, Judging by their record of attendance, seemed to
get a lot out of using the Centre. What was it about the
Centre then that made this group use it so regularly?

Many of the mothers wanted to emphasise the
important': of the 'atmosphere' of the Under -hives
Centre and it is perhaps significant how many used the
woid claw&
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'It's the relaxed atmosphere ... it's like a team'.

The pressure's taken off you from your child...
someone to lean on... maybe see an answei you can't
see a big sigh of relief when I al ri ed at the Under-
Fives Centre... I could totally relax'.

Part of the appeal was said to be that everyone was
treated alike:

'Everybody's the same at the Under-Fives Centre'.

'There aren't any cliques I don't know why:
because every other place seems to have cliques'.

And everyone could share their problems:

There's no need to pretend*.

You can shale your problems with anybody'.

As far as their children were concerned, these mothers
were in no doubt about the benefits involved: they
learned to play and share toys with other children of all
ages: they learned to talk with adults; they had to share
their mother with other children: they went on outings
to places they would never see otherwise. The staff
understood them completely. They go right into the
childien's world'. And one who initially had had
reservations about what a 'creche' would be like had
had her fears dispelled. 'I was impressed by the fact the
child conies fuse.

Many mothers of course emphasised the benefits they
themselves felt. For sonie, it was the opportunity the
Under-Fives Centre gave them to attend classes and
find new interests and a new sense of achievement. For
othei s, the Centre itself provided the opportunities:
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.-111`, 1`., 111V social ... I can't afford an other social
life'

'It's given me a purpose'

This perception of the Centre as giving them a new
sense of purpose. a sense of identity within a social
network perhaps for the first time in years. is perhaps
the most common and certainly one of the strongest
reactions from the mothers themselves. One claimed
that her own involvement in the Centre had had
positive repercussions on the family as a whole:

'The atmosphere of the home has a lot to do with
how the mother feels ... I'm now much livelier and
happier .. My husband now says "What have you
been doing today'''. and I have something to tell
him'.

Peacock and Crowther (1984) in their earlier study of
the Centre had identified some Jealousy and
resentment on the part of husbands who, perhaps for
the first time, saw their wives committed to their own
interests outside the home. Among those involved in
school classes there was also some hint of this in the
present study. but it was normally dismissed in a
jocular way and in terms of 'him' having t( ZlIt for his
dinner or find it himself. But as laughter and jokes
were a common defence mechanism against the most
sensitive issues. it may well be that more tension lay
behind these references than appeared on the surface.

Several mothers claimed that their involvement in the
Centre had led them to see themselves and others
differently. As tar as their children were concerned.
seeing them with other children they realised that
many of then 'faults' or 'weaknesses' were shared with
others of the same age and were part of their stage of
development. They had learned also to recognise their
children's strengths, and sharing the responsibility for
even a short time allowed them to see the children
differently. As one put it:
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'It sneaks up on you that you can enjoy your kids'.

Seeing themselves differently basically meant that they
had learned to recognise themsek es as people as well
as mothers without guilt:

'I can be there as a person'.

'I used to feel guilty leaving; him ... not now'.

'I believe that time to be myself is something I'm
entitled to.

'I think I'm a more interesting person now and I'm
sure I'm a better mother'.

Finally, a few mothers made the point implicitly that
their involvement in the Centre had encouraged them
to look again at the community itself. The point is best
made in the report of the second year of the project
where one mother writes that a bad press and a general
prejudice towards the area as a whole had given her a
negative outlook on the community generally and on
those who lived in it. Involvement in the Under-Fives
Centre made her realise how many there were like
herself who wanted only the best for their families and
were prepared to make great efforts towards achieving

'Conlnitinity had taken on a new meaning.

These then were the very positive comments from the
regular users of the Centre. As outlined earlier, it
proved possible to get only a few comments from more
casual users. One said The went on the advice of the
health visitor when 'Laura was getting on top of me'.
Another went when a neighbour started but when the
neighbour moved she stopped too. A third said it was
'too far to walk wi' two bairns'''. The impression given
was certainly one of apathy rather than hostility. There
%%ere only two negative comments. one that 'the folk at
the place are stuck up'; the other that it was 'a piece o'

Children
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nonsense that you could nae leave a bairn on his own
he'll no get pandered tae at the school'. But the general
impression and it was no more than that given by
these mothers, was that they used, or had used the
Centre much as they would use any other *service, if
and when they had a particular need or if they
happened to be passing. For whatever reason, they
would be unlikely to want any regular or lontz-term
involvement.

The views of school staff .%s part of a day's school-based in- service programme
in October 1985, a group of school staff watched the
recently completed videofilm of the activities of the
Under-Fives Centre. They were then asked to respond
in writing to the following questions:

1. Before watching the videofilm today what did you
see as the main function(s) of the Centre')

2. Has the video in any way changed your perception
of what the Centre does? If so, how has it changed?

3 How important is an Under-Fives Centre in a
community secondary school? Why do you say this?

4. How well did you know the Centre before today?
Very well indeed? Reasonably well') Just a little?
NO! at all?

Questionnaires we:, completed voluntarily and
anonymously. Forty-six were returned. Answers to
questions 1.2 and 4 (above) arc summarised and
outlined briefly below.

The great majority of staff claimed to know the Centre:
five 'very well', 21 'reasonably well'. 16 'just a little', and
four 'not at all'. Of the four (possibly new) staff who did
not know the Centre at all, two had only heard about it,
one had seen it from the outside. one had 'peeped
through the windows'.

Prior to watching the videofilm, by far the most
important function which the staff had seen for the
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Centre was as a place for parents to leme their
children while they V Olt to clatiticti. Forty-three of the
46 referred to this in some way. Some were fairly
dismissive. Its function V

'to babysit while parents went to classes',

'as a dumping ground. I guess',

'a facility for looking after children of adult
students'

Others recognised the educational element for
children.

'care and nurser) education while mothers were at
classes.

Al nost a quarter had also seen the Centre as having a
function for children and parents togetlk; It was
about:

'.. socialising children, adult education, an
opportunity for adults to see children learn
together'.

. provlding an opportunity for parents and
children to learn together and d pldle for adults to
leave children.

Only one member of staff mentioned having seen the
Centre as an educational opportunity for school
students 'going school students an opportunity to
work with young kids'..

Having watched the film, 20 members of staff said
their perception of the Centre had changed: 18 101,
they understood it better and felt more positive
towards it: two felt their expectations had been
disappointed.

Typical comments of those whose perceptions had
become more positive were:
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Perceptions of the Centre's
clients and users

'There's more of an educational process going on
than I had previousl thought'

1 didn't realise No many different activates \Wilt on'.

'I am much mo;e aware of the varied and rich
educational inputs'

'Theie seems to he a more structured element than I
had realised'.

Of the two w hose pro, ious expectations had been
disappointed by watching the film, one thought the
children were given less priority than she/he had
assumed:

Pei haps the \ ideo was not a fair reflection of the
Centre's work. The children seemed to be very
secondary to the parents' interests'.

The other was surprised at how little emphasis there
had been on school NtudentN. 'Giving school students
an opportunity to work with young kids does not
appear to he a consideration'.

Of the 26 ho said the film had not changed their
perception of the Centre and its work, 15 claimed that
they had simply had their positiw feelings towards the
Centre and their understanding of its work confirmed.
The other I I also had had their expectations
confirmed. AN far as they were concerned the film had
simply confirmed then perception of the Centre as 'the
same as am other pie-school group' or 'just another
creche'.

triune all tho,,e who woiked in the Craigroy stun area,
the most common general perceptions of oung
mothers who lived there was first that they4.Vere
women who lived with and under stress of all kinds.
second that they lacked confidence both in themselves
and in life gencially. The pressure on day care facilities
was enormous and the cruel m for a place in a day care
centre or in family (la!, care were so stringent that large
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numbers \\Ito needed some support simpl could not
get it.

'Many get no break .. many are on their omit ..
there's stress of all kinds .. often not enough to

arrant da care but they desperatel need support'
(pre-school coordinator).

'Women here don't look for much ... the've no
confidence things gill come to anything ... there are
major crises in their lives happening all the time and
along s ith that go low income and poor housing;
(communit s orker).

'Many have little confidence in themsek es ... they
put their own limits and boundaries on s here they
feel secure' (assistant headteacher, primary school).

Within this general picture. there ;Aas the suggestion
from seseral quarters that shtle the Under -Files
Centre might attract komen under personal stress, it
was unlikely to attract the least confident. partly
because of its setting in a school:

'Programmes of schools attract only a certain type
of person ... the are marginal to many

and pal tl because of its image as a place s here people
\ cut to 'do something for themseles.:

es women hake made a conscious
decision to do something .. the've had to think it
through and make a commitment' (social ssorker)

liesre those interested in bettel mg themselves'
(teacher).

A Tess suspected that mail of those kk ho used the
Centre 'sere either not lion the area or certainly gore
not typical of it.
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'I'd expected childien here to he like the Craigmiller
and Niddrie children they're not (nursery nurse
student)

A lot don't come from the area they're all Vel1
spoken'.

Even if this were true. however. it was not necessarily
seen as refrettable:

'lb° many Yulnerable people is %%rong' (health
ylsitor)

'Some gatekeeping by the more affluent confident
women is mottable ... is it not sometimes good?'
(community v ker)

Certainly some of the cote group who had used the
Centre and the school regularly over a period of time
reflected at least an outward confidence and assurance
far removed from the general picture of apathy and
insecurity painted by those who knew the community
well. Whatever the perception of other people. at least
some of these mothers themselves claimed that their
'confidence' was not the starting point but the result of
their involvement in the Centre and the school as a
whole

There were two obvious gap` an m' 0,e Centre's
users. the first was men. the second was teenage
mothers.

Of all the 106 children on the register In January 1986.
only one was sometimes brought by a father who
stayed to play with the child. A few fathers, it is true.
had attended the Centre and taken part in its activities
in the past. While no-one could deny the lack of fathers
at the Centre. perception of its importance varied
greatly. As a broad generalisation it seemed that those
wh m were most concerned about it were the
professional men: the administrators, teachers.
community workers. Those who saw it as regrettable
but inevitable and a relatively low priority for concern
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w ere the pi ofessional women Those who seemed to
find it either irrelevant or were sometimes even hostile
to the idea of trying to involve more men were the
mothers themselves. Most felt that while men were
now more willing to play with and look after their
young children they were still more likely to do this at
home than In public' particularly in a place like a
nursery which was still seen as *women's work'
Mothers also felt that the presence of men in any great
number would change the Centre for them. At the very
least it would no longer be the 'relaxed' place they
enjoyed.

As far as teenage mothers were concerned, it was
generally agreed that this was an expanding group, that
few of them used the Centre (or any other form of pre-
.6001 provision), and that as a group they probably
had very particular and distinctive needs. But it was
also recognised that because of the Centre's school
setting it was probably difficult for teenagers to accept
it. As one teacher put it. 'I'd say they need to distance
themselves for a year' The school student of 15 or 16
was perhaps. in one sense. little different from the
mother of 16 or 17. but in other ways there had to be a
total readjustment of perception and expectation on
everybody's part. That took time.

Perceptions of the Centre We turn now to how the Under-Fixes Centre was
as an innovatory form of \ icw.ed in the context of other pre school pi(niqon

pre-school provision the area.

i) The Under-Fives Centre and the education of
children

The education of children was at the heart of the work
of the Under-Fix es Centre. This was the perception of
the Centre staff themselves and it was certainly the
pet ception of most teachers interviewed in the schools
in the area who saw the Centre providing nursery
education on the lines they provided it themselves but
with a wider age-group and with sonic emphasis on
adult classes. Most health visitors and social workers
too, although theft first concern \Vil generally with the
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support and education in the broad sense mailable to
the motile'. recognised also the qualm of educational
everiences pros ided for the children.

There were, however. two groups who seemed in some
doubt about w hat the education of pie-school cf-aldren
ieally meant. First. some of the mothers.

Certaink mothers were in little doubt about the
general quality of provision made fir children at the
Centre: all spoke warmly about how much their
children had learned. There was, however, some
uncertainty about what, more specifically, the
education of children was all about at this stage and
theN assumed that their children would later need a
'proper nursery'.

In the same way. secondary staff were often hazy about
w hat the 'education' as distinct from the 'care' of pre-
school children meant, and the notions of
liabymindinf" or 'looking after children' were not
uncommon. Certainly those members of stal f who had
contributed their own expertise to the work of the
Centre as specialists in music, art, outdoor education.
biolop. etc. had become interested and more aware of
the meaning of 'nursery education', but for the great
majority whose involvement with the Centre was
inevitably spasmodic and largely second-hand.
misunderstandings not surprisingly persisted.

These misunderstandm):,s and ambiguities were often a
major source of frustration to the Under -Fives Centre
staff lake all professional staff in pie-school education
they resented but had learned to live with the general
image of then iole as 'minders' of children. In the
present study. for example. the teacher in the local
college of further education who Jan a pre-school
group loi the children of students and staff commented
wiyly in the context of hei own setting: 'They don't
%attic nurse!), education (when the staff came across)
the were amaied to see that it was structured in any
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The Under-Fives stall in Crargroy sttm had the added
frustration of realising that w here the education of
children was ill-understood and perhaps undervalued,
the main purpose and contribution of the Centre was
seen in terms of its benefits to adults. This w as a major
f rustration to a staff whose priorities and professional
background, despite their commitment to parents,
w ere firmly rooted in the education of children.

ii) The Under-Fives Centre compared with other
forms of provision

Inevitably the Under -Fives Centre was compared with
other forms of pre-school provision Two members of
the secondary school staff who had had experience of
nurser y education elsewhere were clearly impatient
ss ith the image of the Centre as novel and innovatory.
To them it was 'just like anv other nursery school' and
while 'some see it as different. I don't'.

One mother whose child attended the Centre regularly
and ss ho came from well outside the area would have
disagreed with that strongly. She had made
compai ions with other gi only, in her area and
concluded.

Tye looked at things locally. but the Under -Fives
Centre is a sea y hind act to follow'

Another mother agieed.

'Once sou se been to the Linde'
yotrie spoiled for going am:whew else'.

Nevertheless, as we have ahead). indicated. many
mothers thought they might send then children
es clonally to a 'proper nu This was because
ntirwi v school would be a 'training for school' of it
would Ito, cm a chance to meet those who would
es cntually be their classmates in primary school
Sonic, however. fully intended also to maintain their
connection with the Under -Fires Centre using it less
often but maintaining what they saw as an important
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link both for the children and themselves. In session
1985-1986 these were already a few who used the
Centre as well as a nursery class or playgroup. a
practice which some administrators were unhappy
with. The staff in the Centre were ambivalent: they felt
it was legitimate as lonii, as the 'other' approach was
broadly similar to their own, but not otherwise. As far
as schools were concerned, often they did not know
that the child was attending the Under-Fives Centre as
well. but where they did know they seemed to accept it
unquestioningly.

Possibly the group who felt most strongly about the
Under-Fives Centre in relation to other groups were
the childminders. Several mentioned that the welcome
and support they got from the Under-Fives Centre was
unique:

'In the mother and toddle' group I feel an outcast'.

'Nurseries and playgroups generally don't want us'.

The Under-Fives Centre is the only place I can go
and not feel I have horns'.

Some parents compared their own involvement at the
Centre with the role they saw themselves as having in
other grrup>. Those I esponsible for the development
of education in the Region generally emphasise that
'parent involvement' is part of Regional policy for
every school and all schools should be working
towards this end. Co tamly in the Craigroyston area it
IN clear that there are both schools w hich have been
working towards parent involvement in a wide variety
of ways ovei many years, and there are others where
the picture is very dilfeient. These differences are
leflected in the comments of Undo-Fives mothers:

'It\ a peat school and we can get involved as much
as we want lust like the Centre here'.

At the nursery, I know all the kids' names, none of
the mothers'.
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'The (teachers u; the nursery,' primat y school) see
you as bringing their work to them.13ring the child,
admire the pictures. take them home'.

These last two comments of course reflect schools
where teachers consider that what they teim 'too much
[mein involvement' will interfere with what they
perceive as their main priority, working with children.
This sentiment comes across clearly in the comment of
one teacher who, drawing what she perceived as a
contrast between her own setting and the Under-Fives
Centre declared:

'Our first priority is to our children'.

And by way of explanation.

'As long as a parent is in the room, the child is never
really independent'.

Health visitors and social workers made their own
comparisons. In contrast particularly to some of the
day care provision, the Under-Fives Centre was seen
as 'positively rather than negatively oriented'. It was
seen as more flexible than any other group and, linked
to that, lso more open to its users. The Family Care
Unit saw it as a stepping stone for some of its own
families where mothers who had conic to the Unit
depressed and insecure had developed sonic of the
confidence and relative independence which they saw
as being necessary for users of the Under-Fives
Centre.

Finally, in the course of Wendy Digninfs first visits to
other pre-school groups in the area early in 1981 there
had been some feeling that established pre-school
groups were sceptical of the need for more provision
lor under-fives and their families and were even
worried that the viability of their own groups might be
threatened (Working Party minute 25.2.81). By 1985
there was no indication of this kind of thinking: the
Under-Fives Centre had established a legitimate place
lor itself and, just as important. it was recognised as
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play ing an inereasingb, important 'tile Nk ithin a grow mg
pre-school network.

The Under -Fives Centre We haw already remarked at sex Lial points on how the
as a training resource for expectations of the Under-Fixes Celine as a naming

school students resource for school students had oxer the Nears been
modified until. in 1985. it was no longer a major
priont for the Centre\ work. Here Nke simply report
briefly on some of the perceptions of why this had
happened.

It proved possible to talk to only three students. but
even this small gimp represented a very wide range of
perceptions. One enjoyed every minute of her
involvement at the Centre: she had grown up in a home
Nvhele there were always cluldien around her mother
was a childminder in the area: she liked children and
related \ken to them and she hoped one day to do a
nursery nurse training. Another telt neither positively
nor negatively towards the Centre: it \k'a the folk
were 'OK'. the kids Nk ere 'cheeky', but she would go
back again. It had been 'OK'.

The third was more forthcoming and it was she.
perhaps, who provided the best clues about why the
experience Was unsatisfactory to many. staff as well as
students. 'irst, she Ns as very young only 13. It was
clear that she had herself quite enjoyed playing with
the equipment and materials at the Centre but she felt
that Was 'silly' for someone of her age. Most of the
children she found too young to relate to and she felt
best \kith the mature 4-year-olds. On the other hand.
they could be cheeky. In her terms there Nsas not
enough for her to do at the Under-Fives Centre and
vet she resented it when any of the staff suggested
something to her The central point seemed to bf.:, that
for her at least there was no sense of personal
achievement in working with very young children. In
contrast, she had thoroughly enjoyed a spell working
with old people because 'you get to do their hair'.

Staff had then oNkn explanations. st. and most
impoltant. the students who came to the Centre were
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Perceptions of the Under-
Fives Centre as part of the

community school

often of \ \ low Aia\ and the had dt cult\
whate \ er they did. Second. students on 'community'
courses wanted to L.tet away fion the environment of
the school. Third. either because there were often a lot
of adults around in the Centre or because the number
of children could he unpredictably low, sometimes
there was not enough to do for students to feel that
the" \\ ete busily occupied

'De Centre certainly hzei advantares, ilk. staff in the
Centre tried through courses. visits. et:. to interest the
students and to integrate their experience at the Centre
with other school work; it could be used as a 'first
stage' for more difficult students: n could take students
for an odd hour, something not possible elsewhere.
Nevertheless, one member of the school staff \\ ho was
concerned with the placement of students on
community courses felt that the disadvantage of
unpredictable numbers outweighed the advantages
particularly as there was a wide variety of acceptable
alternatives in the at ea. 'What I look for is a busy
friendly place and there's plenty of those around here'.

Comments in this section \\ ere confined almost
entirely to school staff.

When staff were asked how important it was for a
community school to have an under-fives facility 43%
said it was 'crucial'. 'essential' or 'vital', 40% that it was
'very important', 17% that it was 'important' or 'useful'.

By lar the most common ason given was that it
provided an oppot tunny for adults to attend classes:
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'Extremely important ... as a teacher of adult classes
,.. the numbers would drop dramatically it it didn't
e\se.

'Some kind of creche facility is necessary if adults
ate to have the opportunity to attend di,y classes'.

'It's essential ... it provides the opportunity for
Parents of under-fives to take advantage of the
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communth school. TheN are at once out most
receptive market and the least able to take
advantage of the school without its help'.

Sixteen of the 46 respondents. however. made some
kind of comment which 'elated the Under-FiN es
Centre to the concept of the community school as a
%% hole.

its yen important ... It gives the community
secondary school a central role m the community'.

'It's yen important in beginning the concept of the
parents' role m education'.

Its doubtful if we could develop the community
school without it. The parents pass on information
in a wide net'.

And the headteachel put it most strongly:

' he community school NA ould have no meaning if
you shut that down'.

Many saw the community role which the Centre
actuall, played as Very valuable. It had the atmosphere
created by the more positive aspects of community: it
was 'N,N, arm' and 'caring' Cthe words came to me
because they use them' assistant headteacher). The
adult involvement in the Centre. Wendy Dignan's
'guidance' role and her place in the continuing
education department were seen as important. It was
recognised that the Under-Fives mothers had become
a key group in the community school as a whole and
that they had spearheaded some of its developments.
Apparently small things such as mothers and young
chilo.t 0 having lunch with staff and school students in
the dining hall or mothers using %% hat had once been the
school 'staffroom' were thought to have stamped the
image of the Centre on the school and it was an image
generally welcomed.

There were also the critics. Fn st, some saw the Under-
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FR es Centre as ()eclipsing too prominent a place in
terms of the resources and geneial image of the school.
pm ileged and favoured in ways the rest of the school
was not. One much-cited example was the introduction
in 1985 of a general system of payment for all adult
activities in the school. Only the disabled. the
unemployed and those on social security were exempt.
There was however no payment asked for the use of
the Under-Fives Centre. a point of principle on which
the Under-Fives staff felt strongly (although Under-
Fives parents did of course pay for other school
activities with which they were involved). This
exemption of the Under-Fives Centre from what was a
hotly disputed development for the rest of the school
was seen by some as discriminatory and yet another
example to them of the generally privileged position
which the Centre was thought to enjoy. Behind this
perception was perhaps the mistaken assumption on
the part of some staff that some of the icsources spent
on the Under-Fives Centre could be diverted to the
rest of the school. But that. of course, would have been
out of the question anyway since the Under-Fives
Centre was separately and specifically funded by the
Van Leer Foundation. These critics. rightly or wrongly.
also felt that the Under-Fives Centre also attracted a
disproportionate share of visitors and attention from
the outside world

Second. there were those on the staff who had a
*community' bias themselves and felt the Centre was
too insular: it was not concerned enough with 'difficult'
groups in the area: it was too concerned with
preserving the 'nursery school' image. There was a
need for the Centre to play a more positive
complementary role to some of the outreach activities
which were now an integral part of the community
school. Adult Basic Education was one example where
the Under-Fives Centre might :le more involved and
there could he closer working relationships with other
pre-school groups. Looking back over the first five
years of the Centre's life with satisfaction and
contemplating its future, one of its strongest
supporters on the school staff also wondered uneasily
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if the Under-Foes Centre could become an 'm- group.
Td %%ant it to be more ladical he said. 'It's too cos)...

There %%as. ho%% e% er. an open acknmledgement that
the Linder-Fives Centre shared some basic problems
%%ith the rest of the school in trying to develop its
outreach %%ork. This kind of approach did not come
easily to many teachers: schools as institutions still had
poor images for many adults: and many adults had to
surmount considerable psxchological harriers of their
own betore anything offered by schools %%as seen as
rele ant to them. At the same time there was always
the danger that an outreach work could degenerate
mu) or be misinterpreted as 'takeover'. instead of
'reaching out to community groups as groups might
%%ant. schools. anxious to develop their community
role. sometime consciously often unconsciously
define their cwn terms and reach out almost like
magnets driming community groups into their own
nets ork. This fear %%,is expressed explicitly by one pre-
school playleader in the present study. 1 don't get too
much encouragement to go Across there'. she said
'There might be a takeover oy the head'.

This chapter tl en has tried to slu' in broad terms
ho%% Craigioy,,on Under-Foes Centre %%as seen by a
cross section of those who knee it from a variety of
perspectocs. We turn no to more theoretical
analysis of the %%ork of the Centre and try to relate
some of these perceptions to that analysis.
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4 ANALYSIS

Conditions conducive to
children's development

Craigroyston Under-Fives Centre is about
'development': the development of children. adults,
tamilies, the high school and ultimately the community
itself There was no w av in which the present research
in the time available could look at the longitudinal
deNciopment of even any one of these and. in any case.
to have looked at any one in isolation would have been
to deny the spirit of what the Centre is essentially
about. Instead. we look at the conditions in which the
positive development, particularly of young children
and young families is most likely to take place and we
ask to what extent these operate in Craigroyston. (For
illustrative material we refer back to Chapter 2).

Some of the recent literature on the effeas of different
kinds of pre-school lump experienLe provides us %ith
important new clues about the kinds of conditions
conducive to children's development. Barbara Thud
(1986). for example outlines recent research findings
on factors influencing the quality of day care for young
children. Two main points emerge.

First she notes a growing acceptance of the potential
benefits for even very young children of having wider
social experience of other child] en and adults:

'The evidence suggests that from the first year of life
children can benefit from a variety of social
contacts.

While being very careful not to overstate the case she
also acknowledges in the light of research evidence:

'Peer contacts can certainly give pleasure to young
children especially after the first year of life.
Children of the same age have something unique to
oiler each other which parents and even siblings
cannot match. They are on an equal footing to an
extent which cannot be the case with adults or even
older children'

More important. however. is Tizard's central point that
day cal e for young children. whatever their age, can
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only be successful to the extent that it is characterised
by 'familiarity.. 'responsneness. and 'attachment.. By
familiant she means continuing regular involvement
vith the same adults and the same children (the
importance of the latter. she argues. we probably
underestimate). 'Responsiveness. implies an ability and
motkation on the part of adults to respond intuitively
to children as indis iduals and interact with them on the
same basis (Responsiveness requires one-to-one
interaction.). 'Attachment' is the state achieved when a
reciprocal emotional bond is established between the
child and the caring adult as well as possibly with other
children. Familiarity. responsiveness and attachment
are closely related and inter-dependent. They are at
the heart of good day care. Tizard concludes:

there are clear potential benefits for young
children from being part of a social network which
includes adults other than their parents. children of
the same age and younger and older children.
Secondly ... these benefits are much greater if the
relationships within them are marked by
attachment, familiarity and responsiveness. These
characteristics not only make for greater security for
the children but facilitate levels of activity and play
which may not he possible in their absence'.

The claim then is that not only are familiarity,
responsiveness and attachment essential for good child
care. but that without them higher levels of activity and
play may be impossible an important factor for any
pie-school group which claims to have educational
alms.

To what extent. then. might it be said that the Under -
Fixes Centre met Thud.% criteria for good quality
child care? 'lb what extent did it exemplify familiarity.
responsiveness and attachment?

Responsiveness, There can be no doubt about 'responskeness. and
attachment and familiarity 'attachment'. The 'episodes' outlined m Chaptcr 2

reflect at least something of this: the unfailing
individual greeting to each child (episode A): the
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attempts to make children :male of one another as
individuals (episode I): the intuits e reaction to a
child's mood (episode D): the following of an
individual child's interest (episode N): these are the
essence of 'responskeness'. 'Responsiveness' was, too,
the practical expression of an 'attachment' which was
pervasive throughout the Centre. Bonds of identity.
friendship, affection and mutual caring between adul:s
and children, between children and between adults
were beyond doubt to even a casual observer

'Familiarity' is perhaps the only concept which might
be queried for some children in the Centre. There was
of course a basic familiarity in the shape of the
permanent staff and this was crucial. Two of the staff
had in fact been there right from the beginning.

What was much less predictable, however, was the
presence of other children or adults, given that the
freedom to 'drop in' was a major feature of the Centre.
Since there were many casual and short-term users this
may have raised problems of 'familiarity,' for some of
these children although it was never mentioned by
parents. Some aspects of the Centre's work did, of
course, assume that there would be a commitment to
regular attendance (at, for example. swimming.
jumping beans. outings, courses). It was clear that the
'familiarity' generated by these occasions or by regular
attendance in the playroom developed into friendship
patterns for both children and adults which were
obvious in the Centre itself and probably extended
into wider networks in the outside community as
relationships were built up The issue of 'familiarity'
remains a real one, howevei, for the casual user

Our conclusion so far, however, is that the Under
Fives Centre does, on present evidence, seem to meet
the main criteria of good quality child care and that
that is the prerequisite for the next stage which is the
educational development of children. As we have
emphasised throughout. the Centre is about both the
education and care of children, and it was because
education was seen to be important that the original
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Traditional principles of
pre-school education

\\ king pail) had been adamant that the ('entie
should he under the leadership of a nurse' \ teacher of
some experience I-la\ mg established then that the
Under-121 \ es ('entie pros ides good (pain) 'care'. can
we equally aipe that it phi\ ides rood pie-school
'education-)

What is good pi e- school education') That is a question
\\ hose lull answer is \\ ell beyond the scope of the
present stud). but again we can identik some of the
gcneiall) accepted principles and examine briefly
some of the current thinking in this held

l'hc traditional piinciples of pre-school education in
Britain wcre firm!) cstabliskd through the pioneer~ of
11111WIA education, notabl) Margaret and Rachel
NicMillan and Susan Isaacs Their work established a
commitment in 111.11,er\ education \\ Inch has continued
to the present day. film to the all-round development
of children their physical. emotional, social and
imaj..nnatwc cross th as well as their language and
thinking skills: second to a model of children's learning
\\ Inch emphasised the actne exploration of their
envnonment and prictical experience of problem-
sol \ mg in self-chosen acti \ itles. Pre- school learning
\\ as encapsulated in the concept of educational play.

Seseral decades and untold research projects later.
these principles are still large!) intact although some of
their practical implications ha se been refined in terms
of our gross ing knowledge of the psychology of
children's learning Two brief illustrations must suffice
flom recent work on the des elopment of children's
thinking skills.

larga:ct Donaldson i,1978) in her seminal work on
the development of children's reasoning, emphasises
the importance of young children becoming aware of
their own thought piocesses. shat she terms their
leflecti \ e awareness'
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\ilia Is 1110%\ at stake. how CA ei is the child's mole
genei at awareness of 0'5n thought processes
his self-awareness'.

One of :tie cential stiles 01 the adult then. will he to
encourage that process to phi\ situations to help
childien articulate pioblems. plan and explore possible
solutions and exanune the results of their efforts. As
Donaldson puts it:

'.., a large part of the teacher', task Milk' be to help
cluldien achic e efficient inner repiesentations of
the problem the are expected to tackle'.

13ioadly similar kinds of findings semi to be coming
110111 the long -term "ork on Ante' jean pto)ects from
the sixties (Schweinhart et al I 986) That too seems to
confirm that children learn best by the active
exploiatioil of their ens ironment through pia in which
they vs ill develop the confidence and understanding

hich come from making things. relating to others and
pioblems by then ow n efforts. At the same

time. how eser. it too suggests that to be effective in the
long term. plan must be 'guided' b an adult who will
help the child plan. consider alternatk es and examine
later what took place. Tlus seems to have much in
common with Donaldson\ 'reflective awareness'.

We return to the Under -Files Celine. The variety of
'episodes' outlined in Chaplet 2 should indicate the
( 'entre 's commitment to the total des clopment of
children: the opportunities for play to encourage
ph swill. social. language and cognitive development.
Equalli it should be obvious that the Centre ran its
activities lot childien in such a wax that the principles
of active 'canting thiough pla vscie simpli, taken for
granted. More paiticularl. how es et. can it be argued
that the Centre exemplified the educational' principles
outlined above'

We believe that it can For example. tf we consider
episode E (Wend's discussion of the skis and the visit
to the ski slope with Alison and Peter) %L! see
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Personal relations

here the careful ai neulation of what that day had been
about, the recall of events and situations, the linking of
the day's events with the pictures on the wall and the
present experience of standing in real skis but in an
imaginary world of snow. Similarly, if we look at
episode K (Grace's discussion mull the two 'bakers') we
see a discussion of the planning process necessary to
tianslate 'ingredients' through a recipe into 'biscuits':
the need for an 'oven' and the possible consequences
of leaving biscuits in the oven for too long.These are of
course only two isolated examples of the sophisticated
learning made possible for young children if their
'reflective awareness' is encouraged. Equally
Important, it must be stressed, is the reflective
awareness of adults who understand the process taking
place and who have the experience and knowledge to
capitalise on each opportunity as it arises. Of course
not every play activity lends itself to this kind of
analysis or this kind of intervention on the part of
adults nor should it As in so much work in pre-
school education. the essence of success is in
recognising opportunities for what they a:0

'The essence of the teacher's art lies in deciding
what help is needed in any given instance and how
this help may best be offered'.
(Donaldson. 1978)

In short then, in terms of what is now known about the
deselopment of children's learning, we are arguing that
we see in Craigroyston Under-Fives Centre a
ieflection of sound educational pi inciples in action as
these are commonly understood.

Rut we would go I urther and link ow discussion of the
Under-Fives Centre with some contemporary writing
on the social context of young children's learning. Even
in 1978 Margaret Donaldson was saying that 'personal
relations appear to loon the immix within which his
(the pre-school child's) learning takes place'. More
recent work seem to have confirmed that statement
and added to it. Long-term American evidence from
S011iC pre-school projects of the sixties (e.g.I3errueta-



Clement et al. 1984) seems to suggest that pre-school
expel ience. fai fiom being irrele\ ant as some sceptics
had previously claimed, did appear to have fairly
major of surprising) effects when these children
reached their late teenage years. Those who had
attended pre-school groups w hen compared with
control groups who had not. were less likely to have
needed remedial help in school. were more likely to
have found employment, were more independent
financial1 and had mole poiti e aspirations for their
future. In more conventional 'school' terms, however.
there was no significant difference between the two
groups: school achievement and IQ scores were
bioadly similar. In other words. what seemed to have
happened was that children who had undergone
certain kinds of pre-school experience had benefited
because their attitudes to learning, their motivation
and their self-concepts had been influenced.

While Woodhead (1985) in his analysis of the cross-
cultural implications of these Ar rican studies for
British nursery education warns us against making
simplistic assumptions, he too concedes that there are
'rpm tant lessons to he learned 1)) examining the
social context in which young children\ learning takes
place:

'... in order to explain the effectiveness of pre-school
education we may need to look not only at the
chat acteristics of the programme and the
population to whom it was applied, but also at the
social context of family and school piocesses both
during the period of intervention and during the
later stages of education'.

Rutter (1985) makes essentially the same point:
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'The long-term educational benefits from positive
school experiences stem less from what the childien
are specifically taught than from effects on
children\ attitudes to learning, their self-esteem and
on their task orientation'.



Learning to cope with
stress

In a recent pape S' Isa ( 9:.:(1) goes a. tat as to suggest
that

It might he useful for those concerned ssrth emit'
education to del\ e into the literatte on the
des clopment of competence and coping lather than
tin rung again and again to des clopmental theones
on cognition and language'

This semis to he I/010111,P (if speculatise)
new strand in our attempts to understand the essential
plinciples of pic-school education, particularly for
those w ho Ilse in disads antaged areas. It is not in any
sense that, for emimple. language or cognitive skills are
being des alucd, hut. it is suggested. it is the nature of
the social eonte t in which those skills (and others) are
teamed that determines then effectiveness. It is the
event to which positwe self-concepts and motivation
are enhanced w Inch makes the long -term benefits of
pie-school education possible. Syka (1986) reviewing
the aboc developments makes a point which is
particularly pet Mien( to the present study:

'It seems to me that ellecti c pre-school
programmes 55111 he those which foster the
competence needed for coping with stress'.

Rutter (1981) had made the same kind of suggestion
and had even suggested that not only might learning to
cope with stress in the earls years promote resilience in
the face of sties,' in later life, but the converse might
also he true:

*Early events may operate by alter mg sensitivities to
stress 01 in modifying styles of coping which that
protect them or predispose towards disorder in later
hie only in the pi esence of later stress events.'

'Stress' is part of the human condition, but it is
particularly endemic in areas which we choose to call
'disadvantaged'. If pre-school education can in any way
help children and adults cope with stress and its effects
this might well turn out to he one of the most
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fundamental contributions \\ filch plc school education
might make.

While such a conclusion is. at the moment. highly
speculate \ it seems that we can at least claim that the
'social context' of call\ leaf ning is fundamentally
important, Rut \\hat kind of social context is most
conduebe to the kind of long-term learliine we have
desei ibed above? What are 'competence' and 'coping'
and how do they de \ e;op'?

At this stage we has e to acknowledge that our
knowledge is at best iudimt nai and we ale Ruud to
rely on some of our intuitise judgments. The present
author would suggest that tinswers in the future may
well he found in exploring two main avenues. The first
is the relationship between the key features identified

Ti/ard as indicators of good child care (familiarity.
icsponsb eness and attachment) and those features of
good 'edi:ation. outlined by Donaldson. We have
alread exploied these strands separately and at this
stage follow that particulai avenue no fin ther than to
suggest that ono. clue to the source of coping and
competence in \ oung childien may well lie \\ ithin the
relationship between 'familial it).. 'responsiveness'.
'attachment' and 'self-ass aieness. in its mans
mainfl:Stations.

Role of parents and The other major en tie to e \ploiC is of Lk/Ili-se that of
community patent and Coi lintIllit. ins oh ement in pie-school

education It \\ as the mine optimism of the sixties that
concentrated 'input' in the pie-school years would in
itself have long -term benefits. 1-"e\\ would now accept
that ploposition: instead they would emphasise the
iinpoitance of capitalising on the expellent:CS gained in
those pie-school years. Woodhead 11985) uses more
theoretical language:

the effect of eat \ intervention on long -ter nn
outcomes is also conditional on mediating \stumbles
\\ Inch ieinfoiccand sustain that plocess..

In other \voids, the long-term value of pie-school
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everience depends not onl on the quality of that
e\p but on it being sustained both by those
responsible for the child outside his pre-school group
and subsequently b those ho take over responsibility
for his education. It is here that we return to the
Under -Fixes Centre and the role played by parents.

Although children \vere always central to the
Ciaigroyston philosophy there as of course a
commitment beyond them to their parents and to the
wider communit. It ran on the principle that there was
a stiong mutual dependence between parent and child

filch had important educational overtones and that in
the broad sense there was also an interdependent
relationship between families and the communities of
which they were part. In that belief the work of the
Centre was himly rooted in ecological principles, an
acceptance that:

'human behaviour is explained not only by the
biological characteristics of the individual and the
influences associated with the immediate setting
containing that person but also those external
settings that have indirect impact through their
effects upon the mental health and general well-
being of the individual' (Cochran 1986).

In terms of the present study then, what is being
argued is that the education of children cannot be seen
in isolation, not can that of their parents. There is a
reciprocal relationship between the two and that in
tut n is affected for good or ill directly and indirectly by
other facto' s in the community. We have therefore
chosen to base this part of the discussion on the
ecological model of human development outlined by
13ronfenbiennei (1979).

The 'ecological 13ronlenbrcnner's position, as briefl), as possible, is as
environment' s. Within the boundai ies set by hereditN, Luman

grow th and development depend on the individual's
interaction with his 'ecological environment'. That
env ironment has three separate dimensions all related
to one another in a 'nesting' structure, like a set of
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Russian dolls. At its heart are the 'prime' or immediate
settings in which the individual lives most of his life:
the home, the school, the workplace. The second
dimension is the relationship between these prime
setting;,: this relationship is said to be 'as decisive for
development as events taking place within a given
setting'. Third are the events taking place in settings in
which the developing person is not even present but
which i:ia\ ;mpinge upon him: in the case of a young
child, for example, his parents' place of employment.
Thus, in summary, the individual's 'ecological
environment' is made up of 'prime settings, the
relationships between these settings, and events taking
place in settings which are important to him but hi
which he plays no active part.

Bronfenbrenner goes further. Within the 'prime
settings', the key concept for development is
'interaction, particularly of pairs who are emotionally
important to each other, for example, parent and child.
The quality of the interaction between these pairs is
crucial to the development of both since '... it appears
that if one member of the pair undergoes a process of
development the other does also'. He also argues that
the capacity of a 'pair' to be effective in each other's
development depends on the presence and
participation of a third party: a spouse, relative, friend
or neighbour. Without that, or if the 'third party' plays
a disruptive role, the process breaks down: 'like a
three-legged stool it is upset if one leg is broken or
shorter than the others'. The same is true of settings:
they too are more likely to function effectively in the
process of human development if there are social
interconnections between them. A final important
strand in Bronfenbrenner's argument at this stage is his
notion that a person's ecological environment is what
that individual perceives it to be rather than what the
environment 'is' as it is measured by any objective
criteria.

What all this adds up to is 'a theory of environmental
interconnections and their impact on the forces
directly affecting psychological growth'. The study of
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Development factors

human din elopment thus becomes essenuall) a stud)
of the influences of fiist. how mdi\iduals act, react and
inte act within then own immediate 'pi ime settings':
second. how the change and are changed b\ these
settiags: third, how the) ale affected b) the
relationships between these settings, and by the larger
contexts, in which these settings ale embedded: and
final!) how they 'see' their own environment

II we follow this model to examine factors relevant to
the des elopment of )oung motheis and then pre-
school children, v,e must conclude that what we Nhould
be examining are: first the ,Tportunnies which parents
and children have to interact, most crucially in the
home but also, importantl), in any pre-school group to
which the child may belom.: second, the links which
exist between the home a,id the group and the
mother's place of work or learning (if relevant), third,
whether thei e is a 'third party' available (spouse,
friend, extended family) to support the mother and
child: fourth, the links between the home, the group
and odic" community settings which may be important
to the motile' and child for example, social and
health services, schools, voluntary groups; fifth,
general community factors which may directly or
indirectly affect tie quality of the mother/child
ielationship foi xample, housing conditions,
transpot play facilities, shopping Opportunities: and,
finally, how families 'see' their en) ironment.

It would be asking v. lot to expect any pre-school centre
to Lunn ibute to all of these, but it is important to look
at the extent to "Ina the Under-Fives Centre
operated w ithin the kind of fiamework which sees
these factors as important

Certaink there was no question that the mother child
relationship was central to the C'entre's philosophy and
this brought 'hoine' and 'group' close together. Gi)L.,
too that mothers and childi en also had their own
individual opportunities to develop then own interests,
the Centre was exemplifying the point that their
mutual relationship was the stronger for the
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opportunities they had to develop separately as well as
together Again, for those mothers and children who
had no obvious 'third party' to support their
relationship the Centre often provided this through the
help and understanding of the staff. Sometimes too it
was through the Centre that other 'third parties' were
identified as close personal friendships between
mothers developed.

links between the Centre and other agencies (health,
social work, other pre-school groups, primary schools,
etc.) were uneven: some were strong, others tenuous,
but the network was expanding. Again, while there was
no direct link between the work of the Centre and
wider community issues such a housing, play facilities,
transport, etc. these were the kinds of issues which
were beginning to be discussed by those mothers who
attended the sociology class and me discussion group
within the high school. Finally those mothers who were
most strongly committed to the Centre did claim that
their involvement there had helped them to 'see' their
environment differently: a new-found confidence had
helped them see themselves and th Ar children in a new
light, and in sharing so much with other mothers they
had come to realise how much they had in common
with them, and the community itself, disadvantaged
though it undoubtedly was, was seen more positively.

There is certainly no suggestion that the Under-Fives
Centre had gone as far as it could on any of these
dimensions, nor were they equally developed (and we
shall return to that later), but at least it can be said that
the Centre worked on principles which on this analysis
were potentially supportive and conducive to the
development of children, mothers and young families.

Capacity to be self- We take Bronfenbrenner's analysis one stage furthLr.
directing One of the key factors in human development, he

argues, and one of the marks of growing maturity is the
individual's capacity to be 'self-directing': to take his
own decisions, to live his own life. However, the
capacity to value 'self-direction, and to be self-
directing oneself is found more in some sections of
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society than in others It is particularly linked to 'social
class'. Bronfenbrenner quotes the work of Kohn
(1977).

'The higher a person's social class position, the
gicater the likelihood that he will value self-
direction both for his children and himself ... The
lower a person's social class position, the greater the
likelihood that he will value conformity to external
authority and that he will believe in following the
dictates of authority as the wisest perhaps the only
feasible course of act'or'.

Kohn goes on to suggest that of the three factors
normally taken to comprise 'social class' (in the
American context), 'occupation', 'education' and
Income' the one by far most strongly linked to the
person's commitment to self-direction is education.
The hypothesis is:

'The further one goes in s;hool, the more likely one
would be to experience freedom from close
supervision, non-routinised flow, substantively
complex cork and opportunity for self-direction',

The argument is that the more one experiences
opportunities for self-direction the more one values it
for oneself and one's children and the more productive
the interaction in the individual's prime settings.

Where all this links to the Under-Fives Centre is that it
is at least arguable that those who clearly gained so
much from the Centre were those who had
experienced or were experiencing education in a new
light. For those who attended classes, for example,
there was, perhaps for the first time, freedom from
close supervision, some 'non-routinised flow' and
relatively complex work, all factors conducive to the
development of 'self- direction'. That brought
enormous personal satisfaction and a new perception
of themselves as people.

This is a point perhaps particularly relevant to young
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women in disadvantaged areas There is a growing
literature dating from the mid-seventies (13lown et al
1975, Richman 1974) on the particularly high levels of
stress and neureticism among working class women
with pre-school children, and in the present study we
have already remarked on how often stress and poor
self-image among women were highlighted by those
who worked in the area. We also noted that self-help
groups had sprung up to try to combat dependency on
tranquiliser drugs. This is of course a highly complex
issue with no easy analysis in terms of cause and effect
and certainly no easy solution, but some writers (see
for example. Hunt 1980) have suggested that it may be
at least in part related to the dependency and
conformity which may be generated by motherhood:
dependency on the male financially and socially,
conformity to his timetable, expectations and
decisions. In such a context the opportunity to be 'self-
directing' in however small a way may be a young
mother's lifeline.

This then may give us the main clue to why the Under-
Fives Centre meant so much to those who used it
regularly. In the best sense it provided critical
opportunities for the mother, for the child and for the
mother-child relationship to further their own
development. While it is probably true that those who
attended classes felt this most keenly, it was true of
many mote if to a lesser degree. Opportunities simply
to learn to be 'their own person' and to value
themselves as they knew they were valued at the
Centre, were the first step along what might be Rh
them a much longer road to 'self-direction'.

Balance of power Finally, Bronfenbrenner argues that it is crucial to
human development that individuals get involved in
what he calls 'complex molar activities' (i.e. activities
that are deliberately planned and go on over a long
period of time) in social settings where the balance of
power is favourable to the developing person. In the
Under-Fives Centre there was no question that the
whole context was well structured, that all activities
were thoroughly planned and that parents were
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encouraged to be aetn el% in oh ed from start to finish.
There was no question that the powerl.' hand of the

ofe"lollak ssas alssays there, usually unobtrusively
in the background, but in the last analysis power lay
ss ith the parents since there was never any compulsion
on anyone to take part in a given activity or even to
attend on a regular basis While there were many
piactical ploblems associated with the Centre's
flexibility of approach it may be that ultimately it was
the key to its success because it recognised where
power lay and what the long-term development of
children, parents, families and communities was all
about.

Having analysed the psychological principles of pre-
school education first in terms of child development
and second in terms of ecological theory we now bring
the two strands of the analysis weenier. What is the
link between the two?

Mediating variables Earlier in this chapter we concluded that pre-school
education is most likely to be effective by influencing
motivation, self-concept and confidence in children
but that (to quote Woodhead again):

the effect of early intervention on long-term
outcomes is also conditional on mediating variables
which reinforce and sustain that process'.

We would suggest that the 'mediating valiables' are
those features of the ecological environment described

Bronfenbrenner. They ale the critical factors in the
long-term. In other words, pre-school education even
of the naditionally 'best' kind can only be effective if it
also takes account of: opportunities for 'self-direction'
in both children and mothers: links with other pre-
school and community agencies: the total context in
which young families lead their lives; the next
educational stage to which children with their parents
will progress.

This last point is a crucial one. There is no suggestion
that the nursery schools cm certainly the primary
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school. to which Undei-12n es children and then
patents ss ill progress should operate in the same ss as
a. the Centre itself. That would be both impractical
and unwise since there has to be a 'weaning away'
process But unless the same pi mciplcs ate accepted
then the effects of the Centre may be :algely lost. The
'process of the indei-Fives Centre must continue to
be*reinfoi ced' if its eil-cts ate to be 'sustained'. This IN
a huge task but one ss hich mast be taken seriously by
eservone conceined.

In conclusion, then it sill be clear that we ate reflecting
a sery positive image of ',11e Under-Fives Centie at this
stage of its des elopment We are not claiming that
there ate not important questions to be asked. nor are
we pretending that the practice of the Under-Fives
Centre is always successful, that thane is not failure and
frustration as ss ell as success and satisfaction nor that
the 'principles' which we have identified are unfailingly
evident in pi actice. That would be unrealistic. What we
ale claiming is that the principles on which the Centre'
IN based are sound. that the approach is innovatory,
that the practice is often exciting - and that in a
fundamental sense, people care.

What then are the 'important questions' ss pith need to
be raised? We highlight two: one which we would raise
out selves. the other a question which seems to
encapsulate the few serious ci iticisms which others
made of the Centie

Continuity Our own question concerns We has e
already allude to this sevei al times but it is because

c see It as cent al: continuity within the Centre itself
as well as continuity between tIL: work of the Centre.
primary schools and the high school itself.

The question of continuity in the Centre revolves
round the spasmodic attendance of children and
parents and the high turnover of families. We have
already seen that any lack of continuity here is the
price paid for the flexibility, lack of 'rules', and the
acknowledgement of the basic princip!e that the power
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to make decisions about the nature of her involvement
with the Centre lies with the parent. In our terms it is a
price %veil worth paying in the context of the Under-
Fives Centre but its corollary must be that parents
should be encouraged (as they are) to build in
continuity through regular patterns of attendance as
they see appropriate. Equally. it is crucially important
that there should be continuity in terms of the
permanent staff. This does exist at the moment, but
with the many opportunities now being aired for the
Centre to develop, it is easy to see the danger of the
staff being pulled in so many directions that the
fundamental continuity which they provide is lost. If
'outreach' work. links with nursery and primary
schools. etc. are to be taken seriously then staffing may
need to be increased.

Our conclusion then is, for all the reasons outlined
above, that links between the Centre and nursery and
primary schools need to be strengthened. Equally, the
Centre must be and must be seen to be an integral part
of the work of lite high school. A total and sustained
educational environment for families depends on all
sectors working together as part of the same
continuous process.

Our approach has, of course, been psychologically-
based and it has emphasised the development of
individual children. parents and families. Certainly not
everyone would agree with that analysis nor the
premises upon which it is built. For example those
whose developmental theory is genetically-based and
whose fundamental premise is that 'behaviour
develops in a patterned and highly predictable way and
can be evaluated by means of simple. basic test
situations' (Ames era! 1980) would dismiss its strongly
environmental and interactive emphasis. Equally those
who take a more sociologically-based perspective
would probably argue that its emphasis on individual
or family development is inappropriate. Community
schools and those associated with them, they would
argue, should be more concerned with identifying
disadvantaged groups and reaching out to them. The
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task as they see it is not to help individuals out of
disadvantage but to eradicate disadvantage itself. The
ultimate aim of an educational ties \ ice is to help a
community set its n priorities and increasingly take
responsibility for itself.

Classic dilemma This is the other Important question' which we would
highlight: how to accommodate both the individually-
oriented psychological interactive emphasis based
largely on a traditional model of professional teaching
alongside the mor: radical, outreaching, group and
community emphasis which others would want. There
is an uneasy tension between the two which the present
author shares. Can we have both without
compromising either? That is the classic dilemma of
those who \vork in disadvantaged areas through the
medium of state schools.

Craigroyston Under-Fives Centre illustrates the
dilemma very well. For example, we noted earlier
examples of where individuals who had found interests
and self-confidence through their involvement in the
Centre had then become committed to working on
behalf of the community, but it is also true that it was
relatively common for Under-Fives mothers who lived
in the vicinity of the school to talk of sending their
children to primary schools outside the area, thereby
implicitly rejecting their 'community'. Again while
there was no question that many users of the Centre
had learned to take their own initiatives and many
contributed a lot to the life of the Centre, it was still
true that its major activities were fairly heavily
dependent on professional leadership although that
leadership was often unobtrusive and the relationships
it encouraged were always inform' and easy.

There is another interesting facet of this dilemma in
Craigroyston and it comes from the Centre's base
being in a secondary school. That has all kinds of
advantages which we would not want to minimise but it
also produces a potential problem. Given that most of
the staff in the high school have no pretensions to
understanding in any fundamental sense what the
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Major contribution

education 01 nouns childien is about. there is a
temptation tot them to \\ ant the Undo-Flies Centre to
he a main focus for the school's outreach prop amme:
the Centre stall, on the other hand, would put their
emphasis on individual children and families which is
\\ here that piotessional toots lie'. We would not want
to exaggei ate this distinction: it is merely one of
emphasis but it is certainly the' Ironically too, if the
Centre builds up its links with other nursery schools
and pi until schools its problem there will he exactly
the opposite: how to convince at least some ot them
that outreach work and a community fool,' ate an
integral part of the education of young children.

There is no easy atiS11er to these dilemmas. but the
present author believes that the Craigiovston Under-
1:k es Centie, if it tecogmses the tensions and the
reasons for them. is in an excellent position to
cowl ibute to our understanding of how they might he
looked. The reason for this is simply that it has a staff
ot excepttonal ability and novi six year, of hard -Won
experience. What is probably necessary is a greater
commitment on the part of the Under-Fives staff to
\sorking with community education staff both in and
outside the school on behalf of community groups: at
the same time there must also he a greater
commitment on the party of community and high
school staff to understanding the 'individual
orientation' of the Centre. In many ways. of course, this
tension is reflected at ever y level of the school system
ui deprived meas. The excitement and potential of a
partnership between community education and
'under-five' is that the latter is not constrained by the
many regulations and expectations that confound
change in the compulsory sector.

Despite all the problems and dilemmas then, on our
analysis Craigroyston Under-Fives Centre is making a
major contribution to the dock) pm eni of children,
parents and families in the area and this has cumulative'
benefits for the school as a whole and the connnunity
itself. Beyond that, the present author sees the
Craigroyston Under-Fives Centre as also having the
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ilstential to coati ibute on a wider front to out
undeisianding of two key contempora issues in
education. The first is the one outlined above: the
tension between the individual. and .communnv. focus
(.1 education in deprived areas. The second is the
nature of pre-school education. As we pointed out
eat tier, at the heal t of the Under-Fives Centre is a
tiadit tonal model of nut se ry education, adapted and
elaborated in term of 'family education'.

There is in Scotland in the 1980s a very strong impetus
towards rethinking pre-school education in the context
of what communities are about and what they want of
an educational service. The most radical rethinking to
date along these lines has come from Strathclyde
Region (SRC' 1984). The Under-Fives Centre in
Craigroyston High School is uniquely placed to
contribute to what will be a long-term debate about the
community role of pre-school education in genet at and
nursery education in particular. That is an exciting if
daunting, task and one which Craigtoyston Under-
Fives Centre is well capable of tackling.



5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The building and facilities

It should be deal from the discussion of the preceding
chapter that the present author sees a very strong case
for continuing support for the Craigroyston Under-
Fives Centre. It is in a unique position to contribute
not only to the practical concerns of the immediate
Craigroyston community. but to the thinking of wider
groups concerned with the development of community
schools and pre-school education. It is within that
general positive framework that this final chapter
draws together some of the main practical and
theoretical issues and looks at their implications for
the future development of the Centre itself. It
concludes by looking briefly at how the Craigroyston
experience might be used in planning similar provision
elsewhere.

The play room itself and the outdoor play area are well
equipped and, in terms of space. quite adequate for
most activities related to children's play. Certainly the
best use is made of the facilities as they exist. However,
four aspects of the physical accommodation need to be
looked at.

First, the playroom is not entirely suitable for very
young children (certainly under 11/2) partly because of
its size and partly because of the constant 'busyness' of
older children. This is a particular problem when the
parent is absent. The staff recognise this and have tried
to encourage mothers with very young children simply
to 'drop in' for a short time and remain with their
children at times when they know the Centre will be
quiet. However this is not an adequate long-term
answer. There is a need for a small room which could
be set aside for babies and young toddlers and even
then the numbers should be kept small.

Second. linked to the first point, the toilet/washing
accommodation is inadequate, particularly for the
younger children but even for the older ones. Both the
facilities themselves and their location leave much to
be desired.
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Third, there is a need for mote adequate storage
accommodation.

Finally, there is a pressing need for some adult privacy.
The parents' room is ideal for informal chat and small
group meetings. but there is nowhere to which staff or
parents can retreat for a private discussion or even a
few minutes alone. In a setting where stress and severe
personal problems are an intrinsic part of daily living.
it is very important that this kind of facility should be
available.

Users: Children The length and pattern of attendance that suits Lach
child and family is always an individual matter and it
should be worked out by trial, error and negotiation.
However, two age-groups raise particular questions.
First, as already indicated (above), given present
accommodation and facilities, the Centre cannot easily
provide for babies and young toddlers. Second, at the
other end of the age-range. it is important to look
closely at the pattern of attendance of 'rising fives'.
Again, there is no one right answer and the Under-
Fives Centre may be entirely right for some, but for
others, particularly if they have attended over a period
of years it may not, despite its efforts, he able to
provide as much as they need. In some cases there may
come a point where the mother's need to identify with
the Centre through the child may have to take second
place to the child's need for new experiences and wider
horizons.

It is also important to look at the pattern of attendance
of children particularly those over three. While the
principle of flexibility and choice is fundamental (see
Chapter 4) it is also important that parents should be
persuaded of the importance of giving children as far
as possible a regular pattern of attendance and the
educational continuity which comes from a sense of
security and predictability in their pre-school
experiences.

Finally, however, on the positive side, it is important to
note that the Under-Fives Centre is providing
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something almost unique (certainly in its scope) for
children around the age of two plus and their mothers.
This is a stage where children are learning so much,
w here they are making great demands on adults, where
there is both huge potential and huge frustration and
very little community support. Educational provision,
in the broad sense, for children and their parents at
this stage may well be one of the major gaps in our
provision.

It is very important that the 'Under-Fives' Centre
remains just that and that there are flexible
opportunities for every age goal). Getting the balance
right for the individual child and for the Centre as a
w hole involves a lot of judgment, insight and skill. It
must involve staff and parents together.

Parents It is clear that parent users of the Centre are almost
exclusively mothers. It is pro!)ably inevitable that the
majority will always be mothers but it is at the very
least regrettable that there are so few fathers around.
This is not the place to debate the likely influence of
two possibly contradictory factors relating to the
father's role in child care in areas such as Craigroyston:
on the one hand the social class and cultural
constraints on men playing a public role in child care,
on the other the high numbers of unemployed men
with time on their hands. Difficult though it may be to
persuade men to become involved publicly with their
pre-school children it is plainly important, and it may
well be that this should be one of the major priorities
for the future. Like other developments, however, it
should come in it own time and in its own way. It may
well come through the development of 'family sessions'
already being considered for the school as a whole, or
perhaps more particularly through practical activities
such as outings where men might have a specific role to
play.

Teenage mothers In the same way, it is worth considering whether the
Centre could do more to attract a large- number of
teenage mothers. Time is an obvious need here but at
least three factors should be considered carefully
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Changing function

before this is seen as a priority in ea for development.
First these is a limit to how much one centre can do
and it has to be recognised that no one type of
provision is right for everyone. Second. teenagers for a

anetv of legitimate reasons often need 'space from
their recent expel ience of school. Third, the particular
needs of teenage mothers have been recognised by
othei organisations in the area and it may be more
appropriate for the Under-Fives Centre to give
indirect support to them lather than take direct
responsibility itself. On the other hand, it is clear from
talking to some of the 'guidance' staff in the school that
they and others maintain very strong relationships with
some ex- school students who even as yOUng mothers
or fathers want to retain some form of identity with the
school. For them, links with the Under -Fires Centre
may provide a natural and productive focus in the
school both for their children and for themselves.

*ruining now to the actual mothers who used the
Cottle. it is important to consider whether its 'image'
as being used predominantly by those who live outwith
the area is justified. In the earliest days the users of the
Centre came almost exclusively from the area itself
because the first contacts were made through local
pi e- school groups and by home visiting. Howes er, as
the opportunities offered by the school became known
further afield, the Centre did attract a considerable
numbei from outwith the area who wanted to take
advantage of school classes. It is the image of this latter
group which has persisted, but on our evidence.
meleasingly, it has become less accurate as the image
of the Centre's users as a whole partly because many in
this group have now moved on and partly because the
role of the Centre has diversified.

What is probably true is that the role of the Centre as a
place to leave children for parents to attend classes
attracted those whose primary motivation was the
classes themselves, who needed no external
encouragement and who saw the quality of the Centre
itself largely as an added 'bonus'. More recently the
Centre has attracted those whose motivation was
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unspecified, even unconscious. some who would never
attend classes, others who would only 'learn' to want
classes through preliminary experience of the Centre
itself. In short, where the Centre's original function was
an instrumental one, making attendance at classes
possible, increasingly it has acted as part of an
educational process in which school classes might or
might not be a further stage. This changing function is
reflected in a changing clientele. At the same time it is
still true that a large proportion of Under-Fives users
who attend classes do come from outside the
immediate area. Partly because, as we have seen
(Chapter 2). it is those who attend classes who are the
most regular users of the Centre. and partly because
they are the most 'visible' users of the Centre in the
school as a whole, it is they who reflect its image. It is
not i n accurate image of Centre users as a total group,
but it is an image perpetuated by the dominance of a
key group of mothers and reflected for example in the
recent video of the Centre.

Finally we turn, briefly, to the very large group of users
who 'drop in' perhaps once or twice but never return.
In sore cases they may simply not want what the
Centre offers, in other cases it may well be that they
need a personal, individual support which even the
Under-Fives Centre with all the efforts it makes cannot
offer. Some are brought once by a health visitor or
social worker but that is probably not enough. It is
particularly noticeable that many single parents come
once or twice and don't return, but conversely a high
proportion of single parents are also among the most
regular users. Presumably we see here a reflection both
of the initial difficulty and the potential satisfaction
which single parents can experience at the Centre.
Clearly there is here a role for someone who could
take particular responsibility for introducing and
supporting new parents in their first weeks at the
Centre. This point has in fact been accepted in
principle. but scarcity of resources has meant that the
para-professional recently appointed has had to be
given the more general responsibility of supporting all
adult students who attend the school. It is to be hoped
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The programme

Size and scope, structure
and flexibility

that introducing and supporting new parents
particularly single parents in the Under-Fives Centre
could he at least part of that remit.

The programme of the Under-Fi% es Centre is based on
three principles. First it is firmly rooted in the
traditional child centred curriculum of nursery
education: second. it is moving explicitly but gradually
towards a model of family education which recognises
and tries to reconcile the needs of children. of parents
and of children and parents together: third. the
development of the programme has been relatively
slow it has grown out of experience and perceived
need. The working out of the programme has not been
unproblematic but most agree that in the main the
Centre's programme objectives have been met. There
are two queries: first, whether the programme is too
mut Centre-based and not sufficiently concerned or
resolirced to provide more 'outreach' to the
community itself; second, whether the programme
should be extended beyond the conventional school
year particularly over the summer holiday. There is
certainly a case to be made for both these possible
developments but if they are to come they should
develop as part of the natural evolution of the Centre
and as the result of widely-based discussions (see
below).

Deelopm,:nt to an direction raises questions about
optimum size and priorities and about the balance
between structure and flexibility. To take the last point
first, there can be little doubt that part of the success of
the Centre has been that it operates within a total
school ethos which encourages flexibility and creative
risk-taking within recognised boundaries. Within that
setting it has developed its own initiatives within an
implicit structure which brings predictability and
security and allows the Centre's objectives to be met.
At the same time it allows rules and regulations to be
kept to a minimum, there is no overt pressure on
families to conform and new activities can always be
considered. It is no mean task to achieve this kind of
balance: it is part of the professionalism of the staff.
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Questions of flexibility lead to que,tions of sue and
scope since flexibility brings its ow n risks. Flexibility of
attendance'. for example. could Jesuit in unmanageable
numbers if the 'pool' of users is too large. and too
much diversification of purpose could lead to a loss of
identity. When one looks at a successful venture it is
always tempting to suggest ways in which it might
expand. In the case of the Under-Fives Centre this
must be watched carefully as there can be little doubt
that its success owes much to the fact that it is still
possible for a small group of staff working together in a
limited setting to know every family and every member
of that family by name how ever spasmodic their
attendance. Those who in the present study thought of
the Centre as 'home' would be unlikely to feel that way
if the 'family' had ever forgotten who they were.

School students The point has already been made seNeral times that the
involvement of school students is. for a variety of
reasons. probably one of the weakest features of the
Centre and one which weds rethinking. Strategies for
consideration might be

a) making work at the Centre open to school students
of all levels of ability

b) asking regular uses of the Centre to 'adopt' a school
student, letting him, hei get to know the family as a
whole as well as the child in the context of the
Centre:

c) planning a variety of specific practical tasks in
relation to young children both in and outside the
Centre so that students completing them will feel a
sense of personal achievement.

Links with other pre- Cringroy ston Under -Files Centre IN part of a wide
school groups network of pre school pros ision in the area, i.id one of

the priorities in the next stage of development should
be to establish clearly understood relationships within
that network. This process is already begun with the
establishment of the mini CITE Linking with other
groups is particularly important for the Under-Fives



The Under-Fives Centre
and schools

Centre since sonic of its children will also be using
othe for ms of provision. The most common reason
foi this 'double attendance' is that once their children
reach three plus, many parents want them to attend
ntusery classes as 'preparation' for school, but at the
same time they want to retain their relationship with
the Centre either for their own practical purposes in
at tendine, classes or simply because both parent and
child have established a personal identity with the
Centre. The present author is somewhat uneasy about
'double attendance' but accepts that for many it seems
to 'work'. Three factors, however, seem to be
important. First, it should be clear that one of the
forms of provision is the 'main' focus for the child.
Second, the two should he compatible, the same broad
principles and beliefs relating to the care and
education of young children operating in both. Third,
as far as possible, each should know about the other
and sonic attempt, however small, should be made to
relate the child's (and parent's) experience in the two
forms of provision.

The link between pre-school and school education is
vital. While the Under-Fives Centre's base in a

secondary school tends to identify it with that sector, it
is essential that links with primary schools should be
forged. That is no easy task for all kinds of reasons, not
least those related to different prim ities and different
approaches to the education of young children.
Resolving sonic of these differences is a matter not
simply for individual groups or schools but also for
those at a higher level responsible for the development
of early education as a whole.

As far as links with the high school are concerned, it
was of course part of the original concept that the
Under-Fives Centre should be an integral part of the
community school. That principle has never been
queried either by the Under-Fives staff and parents or
by the great majority of secondary school staff. The
present research showed (Chapter 3) that the Centre
was certainly perceived as an important element in the
community school but it also identified three main
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factors which led to its being seen in some senses as
apart and different.

First, the Under-Fives Centre was seen by some as
'protected' and 'insulated' in t way the rest of the
school was not. Some of this feeling, it seemed, related
to the fact that in contrast to all other adult activities,
no payment was required for use of the Under-Fives
Centre (although Under-Fives parents of course paid
for other activities in the same way as everyone else),
and it probably also related to the Under-Fives Centre
being a particular focus for the interests of the Bernard
van Leer Foundation. However, there were other
reasons. One NN a s the image of pre-school education as
a 'soft option' in an area where the pressures and stress
of working with teenagers were considerable. To
believe this was to misunderstand the nature of pre-
school education and to underestimate seriously the
continuing strain involved in working with families,
however young, under stress. Until the functions and
processes involved in the Under-Fives Centre are
better understood by the majority of staff, there is little
chance of it being an integral part of the community
school in ally fundamental sense.

Second, it may be that the image of the Centre as
'insular' relates in part to changes in its 'policy-making'
structure over the years. While the original working
party was composed entirely of school staff, by 1985 it
was composed entirely of Centre parents and staff.
While moves in this general direction are obviously to
be applauded, it may be that they have gone too far
and there is some need to redress the balance. It may
also be that the Under-Fives Centre has some
responsibility to ensure that its links and relationships
with other school-based groups are mutually
understood and mutually supportive.

Third, and most important, is the different ideological
perceptions of 'community schooling' already referred
to in Chapter 4. For a minority of school staff the
priority of any section of a school which calls itself a
'community school' is a programme of 'outreach; for
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The Under-Fives Centre as
a model for the future

other stall, including those in the Under-Fives Centre.
that comes second to meeting the needs of individual
children and families and the internal aims of the
institution itself. In that sense the Under-Fives Centre
is at the moment part of the community school on
what some would see as a limited definition of what a
community school is.

As we see it. the issue of how to relate respectively to
primary schools and to the high school poses
completely different problems. In the primary schools
it is how to sustain the parent and community focus
developed in !,he pre-school years: in the high school it
is how to develop the adult links within the school
without moving from the central principle that an
under-fives centre is essentially about the needs of
children.

Craigroyston Under-Fixes Centre represents one of
the many alternatixe foims of pre-school pros ision all
offering their own emphasis and priorities to meet
different kinds of needs. AN a centre it is itself unique
and offerti no blueprint. Nevertheless it shows clearly
the potential of under-fives provision in a community-
based secondary school and has much to offer those
planning similar provision in disadvantaged areas. The
main points which it can offer from its experience are:

a) an under-fives centre should develop according to
the needs of its own community and in the light of
existing provision:

b) it should develop at its own pace and in the light of
its own experience:

c) it should estahlisl1 itself liom the beginning as part
of a pre-school network linked to primary schools in
the area;

d) it should be piofessionally run with para-
professional help and staff should be of a high
calibre and with a strong commitment to
encouraging users to take responsibility themselves;
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e) of attendance should be possible but there
should be a structure to the pi ogiamme with clear
aims and objectives, and parents should be
encouraged to attend with their children on a
iegular

1) rules and iegulations should be minimal and there
should be no overt pressure on families to conform:

g) there should be a continuing analysis of the relative
needs of children. of parents, and of children and
patents togethet,

h) there should be a regular piogramme of 'key
activities' as well as opportunities for into' mal
'dropping in'.

i) it is important to establish a 'core group' of users:

j) links with school students are important but have to
be carefully monitmed:

k) many users will need continuing support and
encouragement:

I) an under-hves centre is unlikely to be successful in
any secondary school it must be a school
committed to promoting the principles of
community schooling and pre-school education and
!early to see its under-fives centre as an integral part
of the overall aims and policy of the school.

Summary of main policy A) Craigro)ston Under -Files Centre is a rare
recommendations example of where the education of pre-school

children and their parents separately and together
has been pi ovided successfully within one
institution. In its relatively brief existence it has
established a solid foundation of experience on
which it has yet much to build. In terms of its
contribution to its own community, to
Craigroyston High School and more widely to
educational thinking about both community and
pre-school education, it is an establishment with
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which Lothian Region should be well sausf ied
and which it would be sers much in its own
interests to continue to support.

13) The accommodation and facilities available in the
Under -Fives Centre should be examined to see
where it might be possible to 'impi (we': 1)
pro\ ision for children aged or uncle', 2) toilet
and washing facilities, ) storage facilities: 4)
opportunities for pi Racy for adults.

C) While the Under -Fires Celine should in principle
be open to parents with child' en of every age
under live, particularly close scrutiny should be'
cis en to its appiopi lateness for children under

2 (and numbers should be minimal) and those
laising fives w h Ave attended for some time. On
the other hand, the Centre has highlighted again
the enormous social need for provision for young
mothers with children of two plus More
specifically it has shown the educational potential
of working with mothers and children at this
stage. This is a point w hich could, pct haps. be
raised more generally,

DI While it is enniely right that it should be parents
who decide how often they and their children will
attend the Centre, some continuity is essential for
children. This issue must he discussed with
parents (as it is) and there must be continuity of
staff. Given that there are glowing demands on
staff time this balance must be monitored
carefully.

FL) The decision to ensure that the Under-Fives
Centre was professionally run was a wise one.
The quality of its educational leadership has been
pat t of the key to its success. It's, however, part of
that professionalism that it should in the next
stage encourage users to take more lesponsibdity
themselves for the development of the Centre's
activities.
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H In the hem stage. attention should be given to how
Under-Fives stall and use's might work in
collaboration with community education staff
towards an expanding outieach programme.

G) While accepting the predominance of mothers as
,arers of pre-school children, the Under -Fives
Centre should in the next stage make a deliberate
Mort to look at 'family education' and the role
within that of the father.

H) The relationship between the Under-Fives Cmt re
and school students is an important one and
needs some rethinking. While giving school
students experience of young children and
families should probably always be the priority,
there is also a case to he made for joint activities,
e.g. discussion sessions. involving older school
students and Under-Fives parents together.

I) Many parents will not continue to use the Centre
without continuing personal support and
encouragement. Consideration should be given to
the appointment of a para-professional to fulfil
this function.

J) Craigroyston Under-Fives Centre is part of a pre-
school network and has itself been instrumental
in strengthening that network by initiating a 'mini
CFUr in the area. However much remains to be
done to make the Centre more widely known
within the network and to create links with other
pre-school groups particularly where children
attending the Centre are also involved in another
group. Under-Fives parents themselves might
take the initiative here perhaps through the use of
the recently completed video.

K) Links with primary school are crucial. partly
because it is in the nearby primary schools that all
other 'nursery' education is provided (see J
above). It is also very important. however, that
there should be a growing dialogue between the
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pre-school and the compulsoy sectors on how
family and community factors should be used to
promote the education of young children.
Continuity is essential. The responsibility for this
'dialogue' goes well beyond those immediately
responsible for individual groups and schools.

L) The Under-Fives Centre has shown the potential
of a pre-school/family facility within a secondary
school, not only because it offers practical
educational opportunities and facilities for both
children and parents, but also because it offers a
wide variety of human resources. At the same
time a pre-school centre can itself provide an
'educational resource' for the school not only in
terms of school students but also because it can
provide a leavening influence in an institution
dominated by the interests, concerns and
problems of aoolescents. It is an experiment
which might be repeated but with caution and
only if two major considerations are met: first that
the basic principles of pre-school education are
accepted by all staff, and the education of young
children is seen as being just as important as the
education of secondary school students; second,
that the secondary school itself operates on the
principles of community schooling.

And finally:

In one of the early minu., of the original working
party, concern was expressed that Craigroyston
Under-Fives Centre had to find a way to be innovatory
and that would not be easy. As we saw from the
comments in our opening paragraph, as an innovation
it has provoked many different reactions for rersons
we have tried to explain. But innovatory and exciting it
certainly has been. It wasn't easy but it happened. It
has been no mean feat.
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A ITI:NDICI:S

Appendix A:

Appendix B:

Appendix C(1):

Appendix C(2):

Appendix D:

Appendix E:

The e appendices attached to the original report
have not been reproduced here for space reason.. The
titles and contents are listed below and any reader
interested in receiving copies of any or all of 0),.:m may
apply to the Bernard van Lee! Foundation.

The children and their parent.
Contain. ten table. and a chart hich e details of
housing area: ages of children attending the Centre;
average attendances tit Centre; length of time attended:
which adults bring the children to the Centre; numbers
of children from two-parent and one-parent familie.;
initial reasons for adult. coming to the Centre;
regularity of adults' attendance at a number of
different activities; numbers attending the Centre over
a five-month period in 1985.

Patterns of attendance (example of one week)

Pallet n. of adult invohement inst uctions for
completing Form C2

Pattern. of adult imoh ement finding. from the
completed foilll

Questionnaire to High School staff

Individual nue, vie",
Li.t. the per,ons interviewed in the course of the
e aluationiesearch
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'Case studies are never finished, only left' (Walker
1980) They are portrayals of situations bounded by
then own unique circunwances in time. Despite the
implication that case studies are essentially about the
'past' or a very temporary 'present', those like the one
presented in this paper should have the potential to
reach out to the future since they may identify issues
which readers will recognise in a different form in their
own context. Certainly, it is hoped that those involved
in the provision of early childhood care and education
will have recognised some issues relevant to their own
thinking and future work.

For those with a particular interest in the evaluation of
community-based projects there are also two
methodological questions which caused me some
concern and which, at this staao, I now want to share.
This is a 'postscript', not a 'postmortem', so the
questions are simply stated and loft for the reader to
consider.

First, in any study which has a clear community
orientation, can one assume that 'community'
perspectives, 'community' concerns are reflected in the
cumulative experience of individuals? In the
Craigroyston study, I based my interpretation largely
on the experience of talking with individuals although
some group observation was also involved. I suspect
that was not enough.

Second, one has to ask how legitimate it is to claim to
pursue a democratic style of evaluation within a setting
which is essentially bureaucratic and hierarchical
(Walker 1980). Schools, even community schools, are
hierarchical and accountable within a bureaucratic
system and this is inevitably reflected in the
consultation and negotiating processes of any
evaluation which is linked to schools. But is it
'inevitable'? Are there other strategies which could
make the evaluation of projects like Craigroyston's
Under-Fives Centre more democratic? Are there ways
in which the wider groups of participants in the action
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could be nurse genuinely pai t of the evaluation process

I do not see these problems as fundamental flaws in the
Craigrovston evaluation, rather dilemmas which others
involved in similar work must face. At the end of the
first chapter of Part I of this paper, I suggested that it
NN as unrealistic to expect too much of evaluation and
that one of its main purposes might he simply to
contribute to the discussion of issues. That is not a
modest aim, especially when the potential number
involved exists on the scale represented by the Bernard
Van Leer Foundation. For, in the last resort, what
matters is not the findings of any particular evaluation
but how we can share our evaluation experiences
towards the goal of making better provision for young
children and their families throughout the world.

Reference (Postscript)

Valkei 980) / he ( °millet of Ldio (modal ( ase .Studies.
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Hamilton D. ((As) Rethodag Edu«llional Research London:
Hodder and Stoughton
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Current Programme
Contain., brief descriptions of maim projects
supported by the Foundation. Published annually in
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Alternatives in Early Childhood Care and Education:
Report of the Bernard van Leer Foundation, 1984-
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succinct account of the Foundation's work during
1984 and 1985. The 80 page report includes feature
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